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Abstract

The characteristics of mobile/wireless computing (i.e., limited bandwidth, periodic

disconnection, battery constrøints, etc.) have led to the development of a number of
systems for providing improved network access in such environments. Wth the

rapid increase in the use of such systems, however, new problems have now arisen.

One such problem is that of overloading the base statíons or "fixed units" (FUs)

where mobile users connect to the network with the computational work of
performing optimizations such as encoding and encryption. This problem is

particularly true of systems that provide aggressive optimization of wireless

transmissions such as the one proposed by Walkty [48] and later refined by

Graham et al. [20J. At peak times, in dense urban areas, many mobile units (MUs)

may be connected to the same FU and the load induced by the necessary

transmission optimizations may exceed the FU's capabilities. When this happens,

any potential benefits of the optimizations may be ffictively negated.

In this thesis, I explore load-balancing strategies þr handling this overloading

problem where load balancing is perþrmed between nearby FUs that are wíthin

radio range of the MlJs whose work is being balønced. When one FU is overloaded,

the optimizations corresponding to a given MU may be ffioaded to another FU if
the second F(J is currently lightly loaded and is in communication range of the MU
in question. I propose to periodically gather load information from the various

fixed units and use this ínformation to manage the load on the FUs. A second

possible strategy whereby a proxy mechanism is exploited to ffioad optimization

work to alternate host machines other than FUs (e.g., networlc compute servers) is

also proposed but not simulated. This strategy will be useftl when there are no

available alternative FUs that can receive the optimization work (either due to

wireless range constraínts or load on the alternative FUs).

I have implemented basic load-balancing algorithms and developed a discrete

event based simulatíon system to qssess the potential benefits and range of
øpplicability of the techniques under a variety of loading scenarios. The results

show that load balancing between FUs is effective under certain conditions of
interest but that achieving a load-balancing strategy that is useful under all
situations is, as expected, problematic.

Keywords Load Balancing, Mobile Agents, Mobile Computing, Wireless Web

Browsing, Discrete Event Simulation
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1. Introduction

Mobile computing [18]1371[39]1471 canprovide computing services to users while they are

on the move. A typical mobile computing environment is organized as a set of mobile

devices/units, fixed units/base stations and wireless links between them. A fixed unit (FU)

is typically a small embedded computer that is installed at the edge of the frxed network

and is equipped with one or more wireless network interfaces and works as an access point

between the mobile units and the fixed network. A mobile unit (MU) is a computer (or

PDA, etc.) that is not bound to the fixed network. It may move around freely and

dynamically connect to a fixed unit (or another mobile unit) via wireless comrnunications.

This computing paradigm provides the ability to offer wireless communication "from

anywhere, at anytime" and generates many new opportunities for mobile users to stay in

touch via the Intemet.

Mobile computing offers great convenience but is often constrained by certain wireless

characteristics such as low bandwidth, poor reliability and limited local resources, etc., as

well as by characteristics of the mobile devices themselves, which are typically limited in

terms of CPU, memory capacity, battery power, and display capabilities. Such devices

cannot process multimedia data as effectively as conventional machines in the fixed

network. In addition, the available wireless bandwidth to a mobile unit may change

frequently and unpredictably due to movement and/or sources of interference. A mobile

unit may even lose wireless connection when it moves out of range of any nearby fixed unit

or is blocked by a barrier. Such problematic constraints must be addressed effectively to

provide a useful and robust mobile-computing system.

Over the past decade, many approaches have been proposed that involve improvements to

both application paradigms and network protocols. One group of such application

paradigms are the agent-based approachesl20ll2ll[37][48] where apair of static ormobile



agents are deployed at the ends of the wireless links to optimize the data passed through the

link. Walkty [a8] proposed a mobile-agent approach where a mobile unit can actively

detect an agent execution environment [21][28][53] and "download" its own mobile agent

into the f,rxed network. This agent supports the same optimization capabilities as a

corresponding agent on the mobile unit. Thus both agents can work cooperatively to

optimize messages over the wireless link. Walkty proposed various customized

"optimizations" (e.g., data compression, data hltering) that can be performed based on

network conditions (e.g., wireless link bandwidth) and user preferences. In cases when the

mobile unit is disconnected, the wired-side mobile agent can continue its work alone in the

fixed network. Once the wireless link reconnects, the rnobile agent will deliver the results

back to the mobile unit in one efficient communication.

To pennit these mobile agents to work properly, agent execution environments (also called

agent systems) need to be provided in the fixed network. The ideal places to install these

agent execution environments are the fixed units, where a package of software including an

agent execution environment can be pre-installed by a device manufacturer or an ISP (i.e.,

Internet Service Provider).

As wireless access continues to grow in popularity, many mobile agents may need to

execute on one fixed unit and perform their optimization work there. A fixed unit is

generally resource-limited and, in some cases, the required optimizations are expensive

and resource-consuming. The need to perform many optimizations (from different MUs) at

a single FU may cause a new problem - overloading of fixed units. In the worse case, the

optimization overhead may extremely exceed the capacity of a single fixed unit and thus

any potential benefits of the optimizations will be effectively negated. In certain situations

(e.g., hotspot-type environments), some nearby fixed units may be lightly loaded and

perform well while others are heavily loaded and cannot provide time-critical services.



This suggests the possibility of doing some sort of load balancing whereby work from

overloaded FUs is migrated to more lightly-loaded ones.

In a general mobile-computing environment, several fixed units will normally be

distributed in a relatively small geographical area to serve groups of mobile users. In such

cases, the radio range of one fixed unit may overlap with another fixed unit's. Thus, a

mobile unit in the overlapping area may choose to switch from one fixed unit to another

based on radio signal strength and other factors. This process, in which a mobile unit

breaks the wireless link with the old fixed unit and attaches to the new fixed unit, is

generally referred to as "handoff'. In such cases, the associated mobile agent(s) on the old

fixed unit will also migrate to the new fixed unit through the fixed network and continue

processing there. If the load status of nearby (in-radio range) fixed units is taken into

account, the rnobile unit can perform a type of load balancing whenever such "handoff'

processing is possible.

In this thesis, I describe a load-balancing mechanism that allows a mobile unit to actively

"handoff its optimization work to a more lightly-loaded fixed unit within radio range

when its current fixed unit is heavily loaded. A load gathering subsystem and a load

migration subsystem are described, which form the key components of my solution

architecture for providing load-balancing capabilities. The load gathering process occurs

periodically to collect the load status of the fixed units within a nearby geographic area

(e.g., hotspot). Load data is encapsulated into the active packetsland delivered to a

supervisory active node2 in the fixed network. Later, this load data can be rendered into a

"historical" record to represent both the current and "normal" load distribution among the

I Active packets, a component ofactive networking t1]t40]t50]t5l], are packets that consist ofboth code and

data. They are transferred like conventional packets in the network but when they arrive at an active node, the

active code is processed, possibly modifying the packet contents, updating local state, etc.

2 An active node provides an execution environment for active packets and also has a local cache to store



fixed units. In cases where a fixed unit is overloaded, a nearby underutilized fixed unit will

be chosen using the collected load information to offload some work to. A mobile unit will

thus actively "handoff' to the new fixed unit and its mobile agent(s) on the overloaded

fixed unit will also migrate to the newly-selected fixed unit. In case all the nearby fixed

units are heavily loaded, an agent-proxy approach could also be employed to offload work

to non-FU hosts in the fixed network.

This load-balancing mechanism can be deployed for use with agent-based approaches to

provide a more scalable and effective mobile-computing system. When the global load is

evenly distributed among nearby fixed units via such load balancing, mobile users should,

on average, receive faster services.

In this thesis, I describe an architecture for implementing load balancing in an agent-based

mobile web browsing optimization system. I also describe a generic load-balancing

algorithm that can be used effectively in a wide range of load-balancing scenarios. Finally,

I describe the results of a simulation study I did to assess the effectiveness of my

architecture and algorithms. The results indicate that my load-balancing approach is indeed

effective in distributing the optimization load across a number of FUs and that this results

in decreased average response latency as seen by mobile users.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the related work.

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 provide detailed descriptions of the overloading problem, a load

balancing solution and a solution architecture, respectively. In Chapter 6, my simulation

results are presented and analyzed. The conclusion of this thesis and some directions for

possible future work are provided in Chapter 7.

minimum state.



2. Related Work

2.1 Mobile Computing Environments

With the increasing use of mobile-cornputing devices (e.g., portable laptops, handheld

cornputers, PDAs, Blackbenys, etc.) and with the wide deployment of wireless networks,

the need for an effective overall computing paradigm to support "computing-on-the-move"

has emerged. This paradigm is generally referred to as "mobile computing" and has the

ability to provide wireless communication "from anywhere, at anytime" [18][37]13911471.

In a mobile-computing environment, a user is not bound to the fixed network. Instead, the

user can move freely from one place to another and communicate with other mobile andlor

fixed users even when mobile. Such communication flexibility provides new opportunities

for the efficient use of the Internet and has led to the development of many interesting

applications (e.g., national defense support, remote claims adjustment, etc.) using wireless

networks over the past few years.

Fixed Unit
@
Mobile Unit

llllll

Wireless Link

Fixed Unit

Figure 2-1 Architecture of Mobile Computing Environment

Typically, a mobile environment consists of three types of components in addition to the

infrastructure provided by the conventional wired Internet. These are: mobile units (MUs),

fixed units (FUs) (i.e., base stations (BSs) or wireless access points (WAPs)) and wireless

Fixed/Wired Network



links between the mobile units and the fixed units (refer to Figure 2-1). A fixed unit is a

typically embedded computer connected to the Intemet and also equipped with one or more

wireless network interfaces. It remains stationary in the fixed network and serves as an

access point3 between the mobile units and the fixed network. A mobile unit is a computer

that may move around and dynamically connect to a fixed unit (or perhaps other mobile

units) via wireless link(s). While roaming the wireless network, a mobile unit may move

out of range of any given fixed unit and therefore not be capable of communication. When

the mobile unit later moves back into the range of a nearby fixed unit, it may continue its

communication as before. Sometirnes, a mobile unit may move across the boundaries

between several neighboring fixed units and be able to access them all. Based on network

factors (e.g., signal length, load of fixed units, etc.), a "handoff'process may automatically

occur to provide unintemrpted network access for upper layer applications. Afterwards, the

mobile unit will continue its work in the new wireless network.

Mobile computing environments provide convenience but still have many constraints,

including:

Sometimes low bandwidth communication: Compared to many wired links, the

bandwidth of wireless links is usually limited and may be shared in various ways so

data transfers on wireless links are comparatively slow. The effective bandwidth

available to mobile users may also change frequently and dramatically due to users'

movements and/or unexpected extemal interference.

Poor reliability: Wireless communication is commonly weak and intennittent. If a

mobile unit goes out of range or moves behind a barrier that blocks the wireless signal,

it may remain disconnected for a potentially long period of time. In such cases, data

3 An example of such existing access

programmable Linux kernel, it could

research described herein at low cost.

points (APs) is the Linksys WRT54G router [15]. Based on a

provide the necessary intelligence and flexibility required by the



loss is possible and extra retransmissions will be required. This can also have senous

negative impacts on certain applications (e.g., streaming video) which depend on

reliable communications.

o Varying network addresses: In a fixed network, network users communicate with each

other via fixed addresses (i.e., IP addresses). A mobile user, however, may roam around

randomly and connect to other available wireless networks using new network

addresses. These new addresses are initially unknown to the other users/systems

communicating with the mobile user so there must be a scheme to keep track of a

mobile user's changing addresses and inform the communication counterpart(s)

efficiently.

o Limited local resources: Mobile units are often small and equipped with limited

amounts of memory, disk space and battery power, etc. Hence, mobile applications

running on these devices must be flexibly designed to adapt to these limitations. For

example, the resolution of a display on a PDA may be significantly less than the

resolution of a video source being displayed on the PDA. This requires the dlnarnic

modification of the video stream.

o Diffrcult security issues: Communicating using radio signals makes eavesdropping

easier so users of wireless links must take steps (e.g., encryption of data) to ensure their

information is not compromised.

These unique mobile-computing characteristics have already been recognized and are

being addressed, mostly by independent, per-constraint techniques. To achieve more

effective mobile systems, new efforts must be made that involve improvements to both

network protocols and application paradigms.

2.1.1 Mobility

When a mobile unit roams around, it may "attach" to different fixed units dynamically as it

moves out of and into their communication ranges. The address of the mobile unit is



changed during such "handoff'processes and the new addresses need to be tracked along

the movement path of the mobile unit. Many network mechanisms have been established to

seamlessly support the "handoff'processes between hosts as a mobile unit moves.

In systems using Mobile IP [31][35]1491@.g., Mobile LINITY), a mobile unit can always

continue cornmunicating regardless of its current location. Each mobile unit has a

permanent home address in its home subnet, which is assigned by its home agenta. While

roaming away from home, it can be assigned a temporary "care-of' address in the foreign

network by a foreign agents. This address reflects its current point of attachment and the

mobile unit will also send a registration request back to its home agent to inform it of the

mobile unit's current location. Late¡ when receiving any packets targeted at the mobile

unit's home address, the home agent is able to intelligently "tunnel" them to the foreign

agent, which in tum forwards them to the mobile unit's "care-of' address. Packets sent

from the mobile unit to fixed addresses are, however, delivered via direct routes thereby

achieving greater efficiency. Since the two routes between the communicating hosts are

different, such routing is also known as "triangular routing" (as illustrated in Figure 2-2).

The weakness of triangular routing is that it causes increased and uneven load on the

network, and hence increased delay in communications. Moreover, with the increasing

popularity of mobile systerns, the well-known home agents may become bottlenecks for

data transmissions. When they crash, the communications between rnobile units and their

counterparts are broken as well. This introduces a single point of failure, which is never

desirable.

A home agent is a router in the home network where the mobile agent originally resides.

A foreign agent is a router in the foreign network in which the mobile unit currently resides.

4
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Home Agent

Packets to mobile node

are routed via the home

agent

Corresponding Node

Packets to corresponding node(s)

are routed directly

Foreign Agent

Mobile Node

Figure 2-2 Triangular Routing

The latest version of the Intemet Protocol, IPv6 [26][35][36], provides new features to

facilitate mobile node movement between wireless net'works. In IPv6, a mobile node is

assigned a "care-of' address using simple stateless address auto-configuration or the

Neighbor Discovery protocol 136]. Foreign agents are not required and a mobile node is

able to communicate with its home agent directly. Also, each node (mobile or fixed) has a

local cache that can memorize the "care-of' addresses of its communicating counterparts.

When a mobile node attaches to a new network, it will immediately inform its counterparts

of its current location. These nodes are then able to route their packets directly to the

mobile node at its new location.

The above two schemes work well when a mobile unit roams smoothly from "cell" to

"cell" or disconnects for only a short period of time. However, if a mobile unit disconnects

for a long period of time or even changes its IP address pennanently, the protocol stacks of

the corresponding nodes will detect network disconnections and quickly terminate any

open communication sessions. No application-layer state (e.g., stream buffer) will be

preserved in such cases.



To provide for a full range of mobility support, a new layer abstraction, session-layer

mobility 141)149), has been introduced with several new features. In such an architecture, a

session layer acts as a mediator between the transport layer and the upper application layer

(e.g., HTTP) and is able to handle network changes (e.g., disconnection) in a graceful way.

End-point applications are referred to using names rather than traditional IP-style

addresses (which may change unexpectedly). Each application has a unique "global name"

registered at a well-known global naming service. If one application attempts to

communicate with another, it locates the corresponding application using its global name

and establishes a new session between them. The session layer then monitors the

underlying network state and handles any possible changes. In case a mobile unit changes

its current point of attachment or disconnects due to mobility, the session layer will be

notified by the network or transport layers immediately. Depending on the default system

configurations, the session layer may attempt to recover the connection actively or may

swap the session state (e.g., stream buffer) out of memory and wait for re-attachment. At

the remote site, if the mobile unit is connected to a new network, it will also inform the

corresponding hosts of its current location. The preserved session state is then

synchronized between the two corresponding session layers. In the event that the

corresponding host is also mobile, the naming service will be used to retum the new

location of the corresponding host. Later, the two hosts can communicate with each other

using two new addresses.

2.1.2 Mobile Computation Models

The traditional Client/Server Model (where clients interact with servers directly) is

designed to operate on high-bandwidth and reliable wired networks. When applied in a

mobile-computing environment, it has proven to be less adequate and sometimes

ineffective. New computational models have been proposed to deal with the problematic

characteristics (e.g., low bandwidth, poor reliability, limited local resources, etc.) of

t0



wireless communication.

The client/proxy/server model 120)l27ll37l[48] facilitates communication between mobile

clients and servers by using an intermediate proxy or agent. The proxy can be customized

with the users' preferences and can provide diverse "transcoding services" U\zal @.g.,

data compression, filtering and other tailoring of the data stream) on behalf of the users.

One major drawback of this paradigm, however, is that a proxy only optimizes the data

transfer from the fixed network to the mobile client and not vice versa. Furthermore, the

client-side code may have to be modified to apply the proxy interface. This may or may not

be feasible for the client-side application.

The client/interceplserver model l20ll27)1371[48] alleviates the above shortcomings by

using a pair of static agents at either end of the wireless link. These two agents

transparently intercept and optimize datatransmissions in both directions over the wireless

link. Thus, there is generally no need for changes to either the client-side or the server-side

applications. Mobiscape l4ll20ll37)1481 and WebExpress l20ll27ll37ll48l are two

examples of systems that use this model.

The Mobiscape project was one of the earliest attempts to optimize the performance of

wireless operations. The key features of Mobiscape are that it caches preferred data objects

according to a user profile and compresses web pages before they are transmitted over the

wireless link. Occasionally, data is pre-fetched to minimize the data transmission delay.

WebExpress reduces the data volume and, hence, latency over the wireless network using

caching and "web form differencing" technologies. Caching is based on the repetitive and

predictable nature of web browsing. If a requested URLrefers to an object (e.9., an HTML

page or an image) that is in either the wireless-side or the wired-side cache, the cached

11



object is returned immediately as the browser's response. Form differencing exploits the

knowledge that some web forms used in on-line transactions are seldorn changed

significantly. Only the dynamic parts of a form (e.g., a stock price) need to be transfened

while the static parts (e.g., the corresponding stock quote form) may be accessed from the

cache. Further, if the wired-side agent knows what is in the wireless-side cache, it only

needs to transfer the differences between the old page and the new one (which will consist

of only the dynamic parts).

In general, the client/intercept/server model requires pre-deployment of a wired-side agent

and agreement on optimization standards at the ends of the wireless link. This may or may

not be feasible throughout the entire fixed network due to access limitations. An alternative

approach is the use of mobile agents (as discussed in more detail in Section 2.2). One

example of such a system is described by Walkty [a8] where a mobile agent is

"downloaded" by the mobile unit into the fixed network where it can perform appropriate

optirnizations on the rnobile unit's behalf. This approach supports optimizations that are

application-specific and also alleviates any potential software mismatch between the

mobile and the fixed units. One weakness of Walkty's approach, however, is that all

optimization routines are encapsulated into one mobile agent so network traffrc will

increase dramatically when such a (big) agent is downloaded to each fixed unit. A refined

approach is described by Graham et al. [20], in which the optimization functionality is

separated from the downloaded agent. The downloaded agent only carries an "optimization

table", which references the needed optimization code. When the agent needs to transmit

data over the wireless connection, it refers to the "optimization table" and an optimization

routine identifier can be selected based on the type of data to be transferred and the

connection quality required. Then, the agent will load the required optimization routine

from a server in the high-bandwidth fixed network and start to process the optimization.

This refined approach [20] improves the bandwidth use of the wireless connection and

t2



speeds up the instantiation of the downloaded agent. Also, smaller agents can perform

more efficiently and flexibly in the fixed network. This is particularly true when multiple

mobile agents are performing optimization work concurrently on one network node with

limited resources.

There aÍe also systems using architectures other than the client/proxy/server or

client/intercept/server model that are relevant to the presented research. For example,

Odyssey [33] provides collaborative adaptation for upper-layer applications based on

resource (e.g., bandwidth) availability. The term,fidelity, was introduced in Odyssey to

represent the degree to which data presented at the client-side matches the reference copy

at the server-side. When a mobile client requires an adaptation policy, it can interact with

the Odyssey layer to choose a "fidelity level" of data access and set up a coffesponding

resource requirement (e.g., lower and upper bounds for bandwidth). The Odyssey layer

then monitors the system resources on behalf of the application. If significant changes

occur, the Odyssey layer will notify the corresponding applications immediately. These

applications are thus able to adapt their behaviors accordingly. For example, an application

may raise or lower the fidelity level to make use of the available resources.

2.2 Mobile Agents

Agents [21] [48] are programs that execute autonomously and act on behalf of their creators.

A static agent is bound to the system where it begins execution. A mobile agent (as used in

[20] and [48]), however, can migrate freely through a heterogeneous network under its own

control. On each machine, a mobile agent may interact with local resources as well as other

agents, to accomplish some useful work on behalf of its creator. While roaming the Intemet,

no supervision is required and the agent can act independently to accomplish its task(s).

Mobile agents introduce a uniform paradigm for distributed applications, and are

13



particularly suitable for certain dynamically changing mobile-computing environments.

Typically, mobile computing is charactenzed by fragile network connections and

resource-limited porlable computers. In such an environment, the traditional Client/Server

model for distributed applications performs unsatisfactorily due to the constraints of tight

coupling between the client-side and the server-side components and the assumed stable

bandwidth requirement. Being flexible and dSmamic, mobile agents directly address these

problems and have several potential benefits including [8][38][a8][53]:

o Encapsulated customized protocols: Mobile agents can dynamically distribute

protocols while roaming the network, making pre-installation of application-specific

software unnecessary at remote sites.

Reduced communication overhead: If a large amount of server data is to be processed,

an agent can migrate to the server and interact with the needed resources locally rather

than transmitting a possibly large volume of intermediate data across a potentially

low-bandwidth link.

Dynamic adaptation: Mobile agents are able to sense their environments and rapidly

adjust their behaviors accordingly. This feature yields a flexible and effrcient

computation model that is particularly suitable in the area of mobile computing.

Improved support for fault-tolerance: Amobile agent that originates from a mobile unit

and migrates into the fixed network can continue its task(s) even if the wireless link

goes down. Once the wireless link reconnects, the agent can deliver its results back to

the mobile unit in one (efficient) communication process.

Improved flexibility: Mobile agents can act as clients or seryers at times of their own

choosing and tasks can thus be accomplished wherever they are most suitable. This

peer-to-peer like model also eases the development and testing of distributed

applications.
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2.2.1 Agent Software Structure

A generic mobile-agent system consists of two fundamental components: mobile agents

and agent servers (as shown in Figure 2-3). An agent server l2lll28ll53l is a place that can

originate, house, execute, transfer and terminate mobile agents. Each agent server is

typically associated with a globally unique name and can communicate with other agent

servers through the network.

Agent Sewer'

/-J --l
Network,/

\r-.r n -/

Figure 2-3 
^Mobile-agent 

System l2llÍ281

An agent server is commonly organized as various rnanagers that typically include an agent

manager, a security manager, a reliability manager and a directory manager. The agent

manager is responsible for agent creation and transmission. When created, an agent has an

initial itinerary. It then travels between the agent servers in pursuit of its goals and changes

its itinerary as needed. Prior to migration, the agent manager captures the agent's state and

code and converts them to a serialized image. It then transmits this image to the agent

server on the destination machine. Later, the remote agent server restores its state and the

agent continues its execution in the new execution context.
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Generally, an agent's state consists of its object state and control state. The object state is

the values of an agent's attributes. The control state refers to the program counter, the stack

pointer, etc. of the thread that executes the agent. When the cornplete state of a migrating

agent (including both the object and control state) is captured, the agent can resume its

execution exactly where it left off. One drawback of this approach, however, is that

control-state capture requires modifications to the underlying operating system l8ll22l,

which may or may not be feasible in existing environments. An altemative approach is the

use of an "entry point" based mobile-agent system [8][29], which only transports the

agent's object state and re-starts the agent execution from a pre-determined entry point on

the new machine. Flexibility is obtained by storing general restart information in the

agent's object state. Hence, for example, an agent can record information about what

phases of its computation it has completed to avoid re-executing large sections of code.

Most commercial agent systems adopt this latter approach.

To enable reliable transmission of agents, a reliability manager is often provided, which

maintains the persistent states of agents. Each agent has a backup image in an on-disk data

structure [28]153]. These images are synchronized when agents' states get updated. In the

event of transmission failure or system crash, the reliability manager can use the backup

images to restore the previously executing agents.

When a mobile agent migrates to a new machine, it may also interact with locally available

services that are not completely known in advance. In most cases, it consults a directory

manager that maintains a registry of all application services on that host. In this way, an

agent can dynamically discover the providers of its needed functions. The agent then

interacts with the selected services directly and receives service. To be most effective,

multiple directory managers could be grouped into a hierarchical service guide and thus

provide a much broader "view" of available services in the network. Based on the
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information gathered from such a hierarchical directory selice, an agent can make an

optimized plan at the beginning of its execution and simpliff its task accomplishment(s).

For instance, an agent may avoid possibly disconnected agent server(s) and choose agent

server(s) that provide plentiful resources (e.g., bandwidth, services).

Agent mobility also introduces certain security issues for agents. It must not be possible for

a migrating agent to be tampered with during transmission causing it to do some

unauthorized work (e.g., remove data associated with other applications). In a highly

secured environment, an agent can be encrypted before transmission or stored to a

secondary storage device. Further, an agent may be assigned a digital identity by a security

manager when it is created. This identity indicates it is an authorized agent from a valid

user. Upon receipt of such an agent, the security manager verifies its identity against a list

of valid users and then allows or disallows its execution accordingly. Fine-grained

authorizations are also provided in many agent systems to manage low-level security (e.g.,

at the operation level).

2.2.2 Example Agent Systems

In recent years, numerous agent systems have been developed with goals including agent

mobility, security and flexibility. Classical mobile-agent systems include D'Agents, Aglets,

Magenta and Concordia.

D'Agents l8)l2lll22l is an agent system that supports agents written in multiple languages

including TCL, Java and Scheme. When an agent attempts to migrate, it invokes an

agent-jump operation, which transparently captures the complete state of the agent and

transfers this state across the network. The destination agent server then authenticates the

incoming agent, restores its state and continues its execution at the statement immediately

after the agent-jump call. Also, D'Agents provides a laptop "docking system" to tolerate
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intermittent wireless connectivity. Each laptop has an associated docking machine within

the fixed network. If a laptop disconnects, all the mobile agents that attempt to migrate

back to the laptop will be automatically transferred to its docking machine. When the

laptop reconnects later, it notifies the associated docking machine and all waiting agents

are forwarded to the laptop. One advantage of this docking mechanism is that waiting

agents are stored in the form of state images and can be transported across the network

immediately and efficiently when the desired laptop becomes reachable.

D'Agents also provides effective navigation and network sensing tools. New services

periodically register with a nearby navigation agent to export their locations. These

navigation agents are further organized in a hierarchical form to create a global virtual

yellow pages service. When a mobile agent needs some services, it simply consults the

virtual yellow pages by providing a list of keyr,vords and obtains a list of matching services.

In many cases, these services are dispersed throughout the network and the agent may

decide where to go based on the changing network conditions. For example, a smart agent

should at least be able to choose a remote site with a reliable communication channel rather

than a site that is currently unreachable.

Aglets t8]t29] was one of the first commercial Java-based agent systems. In Aglets, an

agent resumes execution from a known entry point and is driven by various kinds of events.

During its life cycle, an agent may spawn child agents, migrate to another machine or

deactivate itself to secondary storage. Each action causes a system event and a

corresponding call-back method (such as onDispatching or or:Arrival) will be

invoked to do some appropriate tasks. In this way, an agent can be designed simply by

filling in its call-back methods as needed. Aglets also provides a naming service for

locating moving agents as well as several inter-agent communication methods.
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Magenta [38] is an agent system that has a strong focus on agent reliability. Unlike

D'Agents, each agent server maintains backup copies of all the executing agents at all

times and will restore an agent from its backup copy when remote communication fails

during migration or due to system crash. In Magenta, agent servers track the migration of

agents and detect failed agent servers. With this information, a moving agent is then able to

change its itinerary dynamically and bypass any unreachable agent servers. The agent has

to remain on the current agent server in the case where an alternative path is not available.

In addition, an application running on a non-Magenta site is able to launch an agent

remotely and dispatch it to do some useful work. This feature is particularly attractive for

resource-limited portable computers where it may not be feasible to, for example,

instantiate a J avaVirtual Machine.

Concordia t8lt28l offers rich reliability and security features particularly suitable for

distributed applications. Like Magenta, persistent object storage is provided to periodically

checkpoint each agent's state. [n the event of system failure, an agent will resume its

execution from the last checkpoint. Also, security is an integral part of Concordia. Agents

are transparently encrypted during transmission or when stored in the persistent store. A

combination of symmetric and public key cryptography is used and agent servers

authenticate each other through an exchange of digital certificates. Further, fine-grain

resource management is provided based on user permissions, ensuring that agents only

access the resources they are allowed to do.

2.3 Load Balancing

With the improvements in network technology during the past decade, widely distributed

machines are now able to be connected via high-speed networks to build scalable, robust

and cost-effective distributed systems. In such an environment, the workload of individual

machines often changes dynamically at runtime in response to changing usage pattems and
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request distributions. Some machines may be heavily loaded while others are underutthzed.

This may have a signifìcant effect on overall system performance. To achieve efficient use

of shared resources (e.g., CPU, memory, network bandwidth, etc.), the workload should be

distributed approximately equally (subject to ability) across multiple machines at runtime.

This process is known as "load balancing" and is often fundamental to ensuring effective

high-performance distributed computing.

2.3.1 Load-Balancing Infrastructure

Prior to applying a load-balancing scheme, it must be possible to measure the workload

properly. A load index [16] is commonly exploited to represent the level of work being

done by a machine or a node. It could be expressed as the number of running processes, the

length of the waiting task queue, be a function of CPU andlor memory utilization, or be a

compound index that takes into account several such related parameters. When the load

index is determined, an appropriate load-balancing algorithm can be tailored to the

characteristics of the selected load index to achieve an effrcient workload assignment.

Typically, a load-balancing system consists of three key conceptual components

[5][25][34]: client processes, multiple load monitors and a scheduler (as illustrated in

Figure 2-4). Client processes do useful work on behalf of users and cause workload on

machines. Monitors are entities that can obtain the current load status on machines where

multiple concurrent client processes reside. This load information is collected by a

scheduler periodically or on-demand and stored in a "soft store". Later, the load

information can be employed to "balance" the load on machines.

When a machine is overloaded (e.g., the load index of that machine exceeds a threshold),

the scheduler selects a lightly-loaded machine based on the collected load information and

migrates one or more processes to the selected target machine. Thus, the workload across
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the whole system can be approximately "balanced" and hopefully effective concurrent

computing can be achieved.

Figure 2-4 Load-Balancing Infrastructure [5] [32]

In general, to be effrcient, a good load-balancing policy must satisfy the following

characteristics [34] [55] :

Stability: When workload migration is too frequent, most resources are wasted in the

migration process rather than doing some useful work. A common approach to address

this problem is threshold-based load migration. The workload is transferred only when

the load exceeds a high threshold or falls below a low threshold.

Quick decision-making: The decision whether to transfer work or not should be fast, to

avoid using obsolete load information. Inaccurate load data could introduce worse

imbalance than currently exists.

Low cost: To be most eflective, the load-balancing system must trade off the extra

overhead of load balancing against the overall improvements in system performance.
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The complexity of a load-balancing policy should be limited so that the balancing cost

does not negatively affect the running applications significantly.

Generality and scalability: A flexible load-balancing policy should accommodate many

usage changes and work effectively with both small networks and large ones.

Fault tolerance: In the event of system failure, the workload should be repartitioned

among the remaining machines (subject to ability). A smart scheduler may even recruit

one or Ítore new machines when all the existing machines are extremely overloaded. It

may also eliminate any failed machine from load scheduling.

2.3.2 Classification of Load-Balancing Policies

Generally, load-balancing policies can be classified according to the following

characteri s tics 13 2)1421 [ 5  ] :

o Static or Dynamic

o Centralized or Decentralized

Static load-balancing policies only use information about the expected average behavior of

the system computed prior to execution. Thus, during the decision-making process, no

current system state is considered. New work is often allocated to the target machines in a

simple random or round-robin fashion. Obviously, static policies are suitable for

algorithms in which the workload is determinable prior to execution. When workload

changes unpredictably at runtirne, however, load-balancing policies must adapt to these

changes rapidly to be able to react to and exploit any short-term fluctuation in system state.

Such dynamic load-balancing policies impose extra overhead for state monitoring but offer

potentially greater efficiency in load distribution.

In a distributed system, load information is normally collected by either a single centralized

scheduler or by a group ofdecentralized schedulers that logically form a global scheduler.
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Centralized load-balancing architectures (those that use a centralized scheduler) are simple

to implement and maintain. Once configured, a central scheduler is in charge of satisfying

all clients' requests based on the load information from all the machines. One major

drawback of this approach, however, is that centralized scheduling introduces a single

point of failure and also a performance bottleneck that may seriously impact system

scalability and dependability. In decentralized load-balancing architectures, each scheduler

constructs its own local load information by exchanging load messages with other

schedulers. Load migration decisions are made locally so that the centralized bottleneck is

avoided. Further, distributed schedulers can also be grouped into a hierarchy (Figure 2-5),

which helps to reduce the communication overhead between schedulers. Such a

hierarchical approach also allows decisions among schedulers to be made by a central

authority (the root of the hierarchy) so no ambiguous or incorrect decisions will be

generated.

High Layer Schedulers

Messages

Low Layer Schedulers

Figure 2-5 Hierarchical Load Balancing

2.3.3 Example Load-Balancing Schemes

In different application areas, usage pattem and load distribution change can be quite

different. Numerous attempts have been made to effectively balance the workload in these

areas and the characteristics ofthe load-balancing approaches proposed have been changed

to meet specific application needs.

Hamdi and Lee [25] describe a generic master/slave scheme which dynamically distributes
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workload over an entire distributed system. The slave processes (also called workers)

accept and process the tasks. They also can provide load information of their own. The

master process acts as a central scheduler and monitors the load of the workers periodically.

At the beginning stage, tasks are assigned randomly to multiple worker processes. Later,

the master process can detect global load imbalance and reschedule the workload between

the workers.

Zambonelli [55] introduced a local load-balancing policy with which an overall global

balance can be achieved as well. Traditional "direct-neighbor" policies use the neighbors'

load information directly and lack the ability to recognize global load imbalance. In 1551,

the load of a node is measured by taking into account the load of all its neighbors and thus

reflects an approximation of the global view of the system state.

Load balancing on web server clusters is another topic of interest. In early systems, HTTP

requests were distributed among the machines in a server "cluster" using a DNS rotation

mechanism known as Round-Robin DNS t3lt11l. In this approach, each time a web

browser attempts to access a web site, it will consult the DNS system and be given a

potentially different IP address (corresponding to one of the nodes in the server cluster).

The web browser will then communicate with the selected web server directly. In practice,

this approach cannot achieve even load distribution due to IP address caching. Ifa cached

entry for a web server is valid, the web browser will keep sending requests to the same web

server using the cached IP address. Another disadvantage of this approach is lack of fault

tolerance. When a web server is removed from the cluster or crashes due to a system failure,

information about the change always takes time to reach the client side. During that period,

the unaware client may still attempt to access the unreachable server. To address this

problem, optimized approaches that hide server failures have been proposed [3][11]. In

such mechanisms, clients access the server cluster via a front-end proxy node. When
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receiving a request from a client, the proxy rewrites the request based on load conditions in

the server cluster and forwards the request to the most lightly-loaded server. When an

HTTP response comes back, the proxy rewrites the response again and sends the response

back to the original client. In this way, client requests are transparently distributed among

the server cluster under the proxy's supervision thereby also obtaining better overall load

balance. If a web server crashes, the proxy will automatically eliminate the unreachable

node and adjust its load-balancing strategy accordingly.

Cluster-based Scalable Network Services [17] is a general-purpose system that supports

load balancing in clusters. It is organized as three separate subsystems: the front ends, a

pool of workers and a central load manager. Each worker has an attached worker stub with

which to accept requests from and send back responses to front ends. Another function of

these worker stubs is to report load information of the workers. The load manager

periodically polls the worker stubs for load information. Based on the load information

acquired, the load manager is able to generate load-balancing hints (e.9., a worker is

overloaded or a worker is temporarily out of service, etc.) and transfer these hints to the

front end machines. The front end rnachines then store these hints in a local cache and use

them to choose appropriate workers for task assignments. Moreover, if the average load of

multiple workers exceeds a prescribed threshold, the manager can automatically recruit a

new worker on an idle node and hence lessen the overall resource competition.

The Network Weather Service (NWS) [52] focuses on providing accurate forecasts of

dynamic load information in a wide-area distributed system. The NWS provides different

types of sensors (e.g., CPU sensor, etc.) that run on multiple machines. Each sensor

monitors the performance characteristics of one specific resource (e.g., CPU usage) and

sends the measurements to a persistent storage service. Later, a forecast of expected future

load can be made based on the integration of relevant measurement histories.
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AppLeS (Application-Level Scheduling) [5] offers adaptive scheduling policies to diverse

applications on a case-by-case basis. Each application has application-specific structural

features, such as computational patterns, input/output characteristics, inter-task

communication methods, etc6. An end-user can also set up his/trer scheduling preferences

and resources of interest, including melnory constraints, execution time, etc. Further,

dynamic system state information (e.g., CPU usage, amount of memory available) can be

provided by the NWS. Based on the information acquired from these data sources, the

AppLeS system is able to generate several candidate schedules and rank them using an

appropriate computation model. Finally, the schedule that induces the best-expected

performance is chosen and implemented.

There has also been some work done which focuses particularly on low-level

communications load balancing in mobile-computing environments.

Tinnirello and Bianchi 146l proposed a load-balancing "handoff' based on the "packet

level" load on FUs. The "packet level" load of an FU is expressed as the number of

channels allocated and the number of packet retransmissions due to unpredictable errors.

'When 
a mobile unit wants to set up a new connection, it can measure several candidate FUs

that are in transmission range and select the least loaded one.

Das et al. ll2l introduced a load-balancing scheme at the "cell level". Cells in a cellular

network are grouped into two categories: hot cells and cold cells. Hot cells are the

overloaded cells and cold cells are the lightly-loaded ones. When some cells are hot, the

load-balancing scheme can be employed to borrow the unused channels of the cold cells

and thus lessen the channel competition.

u These application-specific features are critical for efficient scheduling. For example, if the communications

between sub-tasks are scarce, more sub-tasks can be executed concurrently and thus maximize the
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2.4 Active Nefwork Bnvironments

In traditional networks, bits are passively transported from place to place with only limited

computations (such as routing and header processing) being performed by the network.

Complicated processing (e.9., transcoding, data compression or encryption) is usually done

at the end-points (i.e., host machines). Thus, nodes in the network (i.e., routers) are

generally unconcerned with what data is being transferred and focus exclusively on the

delivery of packets and on the interoperability of network components. One side effect of

this is that it is diffrcult to incorporate new services and standards into an existing network.

With recent improvements in network technologies, many new approaches [1][40]t50lt51l

collectively referred to as "active networking" have been proposed to address the problem

of deploying new services in the network (and, more generally, that of providing for

various application-specific computations within the network). Active networks

[10][44][45]1501 provide a new network paradigm where each network node is

programmable. This allows new services to be downloaded to them and also allows

customized operations to be performed on the data flowing through them. This new,

in-network, computation capability makes the network into a more general-purpose

computational platform and opens up many potential benefits including:

o Accelerated evolution of network infrastructure: New services and protocols can be

integrated into the network at the time and the place that users choose. No global

agreement or standard acceptance process is required to incorporate a new service.

Improved customized services within the network: In an active network, packet

processing can be customized on a per-use¡ per-flow or a per-packet basis. Different

programs can be injected into the network to manipulate the network's behavior on

computation and communication overlap.
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behalf of their users.

Optimized network communication: Packets need no longer be forwarded only

"passively" but may be modified, redirected and stored based on computations

performed along their transmission paths. These computations are able to adapt rapidly

to the changing network environment (e.g., bandwidth availability) and to perform

other optimizations.

o Enabling new applications: Active networks provide a shared programmable platform

where programmers can create and test new services simultaneously on a running

network. This is particularly attractive for applications that are naturally and effrciently

implemented in the network (even if these are not what would traditionally be

considered "in-network" applications).

In this thesis, active networks are proposed as one mechanism that can be used to gather

load information from wireless base stations (or "access points") to permit load balancing

between them.

2.4.1 Research on Active Networks

Currently, active network research efforts fall into one of two main categories depending

on how programs (and the data they use) are transported in the network: those that use a

discrete approach and those that use an integrated one [10][44][45][50].

In the discrete approach (also referred to as "programmable switches"), program code is

injected into the "programmable" nodes separately from the actual processing of messages.

These programs are usually not mobile and are pre-installed on the required nodes by a

network administrator. When a message arrives at these nodes, a field in its header is

checked and a corresponding program is launched to process the message content/body.

This separation of code loading and data processing is preferable when code is relatively
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large, security focused, andlor complex to install.

The integrated approach (also known as "capsule-based") adopts a rnore aggressive

technique for code distribution. Each packet or "capsule" may carry aprogram fragment as

well as the payload data. When a capsule arrives at a node, its code is executed and the

result of that execution may change the capsule's content, modify the resident state of the

current node, and/or dispatch several new capsules on the outgoing links. Since the code is

injected in-band7, capsule-based approaches enable automated upgrading of the network

functionality as long as the network is active, which cannot be provided by programmable

switches. Amajor concern of the capsule-based approach, however, is the safe and efficient

execution of the mobile code within the network. Remote execution of code rnay cause

unexpected damage to the network and should always be done carefully. To deal with this

issue, capsules are commonly examined before execution by a virtual machine that

provides restrictions on what the capsules can do. Another potential problem is that

carrying code within each and every packet may be impractical - it may cause performance

problems (particularly in a heavily-loaded active network). To address this problem, most

capsule-based approaches provide a mechanism that enables code caching and long-term

data storage within the network. Some implementations provide alternate code distribution

mechanisms as well.

SwitchWare 11l[a5] is a programmable switch approach developed at the University of

Pennsylvania. To balance various concerns, such as safety, performance and flexibility, a

node is organized as three components: active packets, active "extensions" (known as

"switchlets") and a secure active router infrastructure. Active packets are lightweight

capsules that can move from node to node and interact with the environments at the routers.

Before being injected into the network, these packets are type-checked statically (i.e., at

7 In-band transmission means that code fragment and data are transferred together.
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compile time). Thus, no heavyweight authentication (i.e., dynamic type-checking) is

required at runtime. Further, active packets are functionally restricted to provide safety.

When an active packet needs to carry out a complicated action (e.g., manipulate

node-resident state), it can invoke an active extension to provide pre-authenticated services.

In general, these switchlets are not mobile and are loaded explicitly by developers or

administrators. Thus, it is reasonable to exploit heavyweight security checks on switchlets

and these checks can limit or even avoid authentication for active packets.

The SmartPackets [10][40] project provides a capsule-based approach that focuses on the

implementation of diagnostic and management functionality within the network. To be

effective, a simple and compact language called "Sprocket" was created to express

meaningful but relatively simple programs. These Sprocket programs can be further

compiled into a more compact, assembly code-like format (known as "Spanner" code),

which is particularly designed to fit into a single Ethernet packet. Smart packets use ANEP

f2] (see Section 2.4.2) authentication options to provide security. Each option contains a

public-key certificate and a digital signature of the entire smart packet contents. When

arriving at a node, the content of the packet is verified using information in the ANEP

option header and a virtual machine is instantiated to process the code within the packet.

ANTS (the Active Network Toolkit System) [10][44][45][50] is another popular

capsule-based active network system. It was designed to target a comparatively wide range

of mobile applications. In an ANTS-based network, the traditional network router is

replaced by an "active node", which provides the ANTS runtime environment. The active

node provides an insular execution environment (EE) for each capsule where the capsule

code can only perform a limited set of primitives. As such, active services are prevented

from comrpting the network or interfering with each other.
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ANTS also provides an on-demand code loading strategy that aims at reducing the

overhead associated with code transmission. Instead of carrying code in each capsule,

capsules cany data and also (potentially) references to code. When a capsule arrives at a

node, it checks the local code cache for the required code based on the reference provided.

If the corresponding code is available, the capsule will be executed using this code.

Otherwise, a "load request" capsule will be generated to fetch the required code. Usually,

active code is populated along its transmission path. Thus, the "load request" capsule is

forwarded to the previous node in the path (i.e., where the capsule came from). There the

"load request" capsule will be processed and the required code will be located and

delivered back to the current node using one or more "load response" capsules (as

illustrated in Figure 2-6). Once the code is received, it is cached in the current node and the

waiting capsule can be executed. Such "demand loading" optimizes bandwidth use by

limiting code distribution to where it is needed and by taking it out of band so the code

distribution can be done more efficiently. It provides a flexible mechanism to distribute

new Internet services throughout an active network.

Capsule

LoadReq

LoadResp

Previous Node Loading Node

Figure 2-6 On-demand Code Loading

ANTS capsules are also allowed to leave state information in a node's "soft store"s and

retrieve it later. This is particularly attractive for applications that use flow-based control

8 A soft store is a temporary memory store available on an active node. It can be used to store state

information. Unlike traditional stores, it is typically managed automatically by the system (e.g., using FIFO

or LRU replacement strategies when the soft store becomes full) rather than explicitly by the applications.
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and need to exchange data between capsules in a particular network flow.

There are a number of other active network systems besides SwitchWare, SmartPackets

and ANTS but these do not provide significantly different features of relevance to this

thesis and therefore they will not be discussed.

2.4.2 The Active Network Encapsulation Protocol (ANEP)

One major issue with the deplo5rment of active networks is interoperability. Active routers

must be able to co-exist with legacy routers and distinguish between traditional passive

packets and various types of active packets (i.e., capsules). When receiving a passive

packet, active routers should simply forward it in the traditional manner; when receiving an

active packet, active routers should invoke the appropriate active program to process it.

Further, it must be possible to deliver active packets through passive routers as well (i.e.,

their "activeness" must be transparent to the non-active routers they pass through).

The Active Network Encapsulation Protocol (ANEP) [2], has been proposed to hide active

packets from passive routers, to allow for the co-existence of different types of active

packets in an active network and to permit the proper de-multiplexing of active packets at

supporting active nodes. As shown in Figure 2-7 , an active packet is encapsulated within an

IP packet. It typically contains an ANEP header, various option headers and a payload area.

When an active packet arrives at a traditional router, it is merely dispatched using the IP

header. When a packet arrives at an active node, a specified field (i.e., "Type ID") in the

ANEP header is recognized and used to de-rnultiplex the active packet. The data and code

in the payload aÍea are then loaded into the necessary active environment and processed

there. Options usually provide additional functions such as confidentiality, authentication

and integrity guarantees.
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Figure 2-7 Format of an Active Network Frame

2.4.3 The ABONE and Anetd

Recently, many ad-hoc active network projects have been proposed to address various

application problems within the network. Howeve¡ active routers in these projects are

commonly not as generic as possible and may not support different types of active packets

from other research groups. To be of general utility, the Active networks backBONE

(ABONE) [6], a virtual network infrastructure built by DARPAe has been created on which

groups of active network components may be deployed and tested simultaneously.

The conceptual model of the ABONE is organized around three components [6]19l (as

shown in Figure 2-8): Node OS, Execution Environments (EEs) and Active Applications

(AAs). Each network node has a node operating system (Node OS) that provides basic

system functions such as memory allocation, network access, etc. On top of the Node OS,

one or more Execution Environments are run to interpret active packets of different types

e DARPA (the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) is the independent research and development

organization for the U.S. Department of Defense. It manages and funds basic and applied research and

development projects that have led to the development of such things as the Internet, TCP/IP, etc.
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that arrive at the node (e.g., there is an ANTS EE). These EEs implement different virtual

machines and thus an active node can support different types of active packets. When a

user attempts to communicate with a remote system using an active network protocol,

he/she launches an "active application" through which one or more active packets are

injected into the active network. At each active node along the communication path, the

active packet is decoded and processed within a coffesponding EE. These processes may

change the content ofthe packet, update the resident states ofcurrent nodes or even inject

one or more new packets on the outgoing links. Finally, when an active packet arrives at the

destination node, it delivers the required data to the target "active application".

app I

@
EEI

'@

Channels

@

active packets

Figure 2-8 The Architecture of the ABONE t6lt9l

In general, the ABONE nodes in the network are sharable resources and should remain as

stable as possible. Thus, deployment and configuration of EEs on the ABONE nodes must

be carefully controlled. The ABONE currently exploits the Active Networks Daemon

(Anetd) [14] to manage EEs on theABONE nodes. Anetd requires minimal changes to the

existing EEs and is able to effectively control the active network at runtime. Another

function of Anetd is the de-multiplexing processing of active packets to multiple EEs that

may be running on a given active node. This function might be directly performed by the

Node OS in the future.
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3. Problem Statement

Most of the wireless optirnization work discussed above is primarily concerned with the

efficient use of the limited bandwidth provided by wireless links and works by using either

static or mobile agents deployed at the ends of the wireless links.

V/alkty [48] introduced an approach that allows mobile units to discover and use agent

environments in the fixed network. Hence, no pre-deployed static agents are required

(which is a necessity in many agent-based mobile computing approaches, including [4]

127]). Instead, when a mobile unit detects an existing agent system in the fixed network, it

will actively "download" a customized rnobile agent into the fixed network where it can

perform appropriate optimizations on behalf of the mobile device. This agent carries

application-specific optimization code and hence also alleviates any potential software

mismatches between the mobile and fixed units. This approach provides a potential

mechanism to deploy and exploit mobile agents in the fixed network wherever a suitable

agent execution environment is provided. Many relevant improvements are also supplied

by the downloaded agents to optimize performance, such as caching, user preference

support, etc. One major drawback of this approach, however, is efficient use of the limited

bandwidth of the wireless link. In Walkty's approach, all optimization routines are

encapsulated into a comparatively large mobile agent so network bandwidth will be

heavily used when such a (big) agent is downloaded to each fixed unit. The result is a

comparatively long initialization period/procedure. Further, multiple (big) agents running

concurrently in the fixed network could increase resource competition dramatically and

negate any potential benefits of the optimizations introduced.

Graham et al. [20] proposed an optimized approach, in which the optimization

functionality is separated from the downloaded agent. The downloaded agent only carries

an "optimtzation table" (as shown in Figure 3-1) which references the required
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optimization code. When the agent needs to transmit data across the wireless connection, it

Connection Quality

Good Fair Poor Disconnected

Text Null Run

Length

LZW Hold

hnage Null Comp Drop Hold

Video Grey

Scale

Re-

Quant

Drop Hold

Audio Null Drop Drop Hold

Figure 3-1 OptimizationTable [20]

refers to the "optimization table" and finds a unique optimization routine identifier based

on a pre-configured policy (e.g., the type of data to be transferred and the connection

quality required). The agent will then load the required optimization routine from a server

in the high-bandwidth fixed network and start to process the optimization using it. With

this approach, improved wireless-bandwidth use is achieved. Further, instances of

optimization routines are created only when needed and can be removed when not in use.

This improves the resource usage (primarily memory use) in the fixed network. It also

speeds up the migration process of mobile agents inside the fixed network because only the

agent "body" needs to be transfened while the optimization routines can be instantiated as

needed on the new target machine to which the agent has migrated.

The low bandwidth, high error rate and security issues associated with the use of wireless

communication motivates the use of many types of optimizations including compression,

use of redundant coding schemes and encryption, etc. Unfortunately, many such operations
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have comparatively high overhead (i.e., computational, memory, bandwidth, etc.)10 and

some are also time critical. The resource requirements of such processing may exceed the

capacity of a resource-limited mobile device.

As wireless access continues to grow in popularity, widespread public deplolnnents are

inevitable. In such an environment, there may eventually be dozens, hundreds or even

thousands of requests from mobile units that need to be satisfied by one fixed unit

concurrently. Such a scenario might occur in a downtown "hotspot" aÍea at peak hours or in

an airport or conference facility, etc. Each fixed unit has limited resources (i.e., CPU,

memory, bandwidth, etc.) with which to provide optimization services for potentially rnany

concurrent mobile users, some requiring time-critical responses. This situation induces a

new problem - overloading of the fixed units.

At the mobile unit, mobile users' applications need to reduce data transmission overhead,

provide security, etc. by running optimization code. At the fixed unit, only a limited supply

of resources can be provided and fixed units must provide a fair, shared optimization

service. As such, each agent may obtain only a fraction of the processing time and a portion

of the memory needed to run its optimization routines and, as a result, the potential benefits

of the optimizations may be effectively negated. In the worst case, serious contention for

fixed unit resources may actually lead to service that is worse than service without any

optimizations (e.g., a fixed unit crashes down due to thousands of concurrent requests).

To provide a usable and robust system, some strategies must be adopted to mediate the

serious resource competition when aggressive optimizations are implemented. A number

of rudimentary strategies have already been proposed and implemented for various, simple

l0 
One such example is encryption and decryption [56]. Generally, more system resources (e.g., CPU) are

consumed as the required transmission speed increases and as the length of the message increases.
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scenarios.

Multithreaded agent servers [8] are able to switch between agent contexts rapidly. In this

way, agents that wait for rernote data access can be blocked while other agents in ready

queues can obtain the resources required and start working sooner. In the case where an

agent is idle for a long period of time, its state can also be swapped out of memory and the

consumed resources (especially memory) can thus be reused by other running agents.

Multithreaded agent servers improve the execution of agents by optimizing the efficient

use of shared resources (i.e., CPU, memory).

Also, some agent servers (e.g., [43]) provide fine-grained control of the resources used by

agents. Each agent is allowed to consume only a pre-determined amount of resources

(although such limits can be changed at runtime). When the host machine is heavily loaded,

a system scheduler lowers the resource limits of the running agents and hence alleviates the

contention for resources while still ensuring fairness. When the rnachine is lightly used

later, the scheduler re-tunes the limits to enable the efficient use of resources.

Unfortunately, this approach does not provide the necessary support for time-critical

computations and does not deal with situations of extreme overloading.

Although the above two strategies are effective, resource requirements in the real world

may still exceed a single fixed unit's capabilities (e.g., if thousands of concurrent

optimizations have to be processed concurrently on an embedded wireless access point).

Hence, such single-machine optimizations alone are often inadequate. Being constrained to

run optimizations on only one fixed unit prevents the use of other computing resources that

may be available throughout the "larger" fixed network. In a heavily-loaded mobile area

(e.g., a downtown hotspot), the workload on each fixed unit changes dynamically as

mobile users move from one area to another (i.e., as mobile units handoff to new fixed
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units). Therefore, some fixed units may be heavily used while others may be underutilized.

An agent that moves from a resource-limited machine to a more lightly-loaded neighbor

will not only obtain faster service but will also help to balance the overall workload on the

nearby fixed units and improve the perforrnance of agents left behind on the machine it

migrates from. Thus, better overall service for all mobile units can potentially be achieved

using load-balancing techniques. It may also be possible to distribute the optimization

workload onto other, non-FU, machines that are available in the f,rxed network when all the

near-by fixed units are already heavily-loaded (e.g., through the use of strategically placed

"optimization servers"). This balancing of optimization workload is the focus of my thesis

research.
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4. Problem Solution

4.1 Assumed Bnvironment

In this thesis, I present an efücient solution to the potential overloading of fixed units when

aggressive optimizations are implernented. My solution exploits agent autonomy and load

balancing techniques to offload optimization work from heavily-loaded fixed units to more

lightly-loaded rnachines thereby "averaging" the load between fixed units and thereby

improving overall system performance. An example illustrating the assumed environment

and load-balancing architecture is shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1 Example of Basic Architecture

The assumed environment is a relatively highly-populated mobile area where dozens,

hundreds or even thousands of mobile units need to be served simultaneously. It might be a

downtown hotspot area, a university campus or an airport at peak hours. Each mobile unit

(e.g., MU 'A'in Figure a-l) is equipped with a mobile interface. It may move around and

dynamically connect to the fixed network through "Fixed Units" (FUs). Such fixed units

. AUN
- -l-

I
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(e.g., FU 'M', FU 'N' in Figure 4-l) are statically distributed at the edge of the wired

network and act as mobile-computing access points. If a mobile unit (e.g., MU 'A') moves

into the range of a nearby fixed unit (e.g., FU 'M'), it may create a new wireless connection

with that fixed unit (i.e., FU 'M') and then be able to communicate with the Internet using

that connection.

Generally, howeve¡ a fixed unit can only provide limited resources (e.g., CPU, memory,

bandwidth, etc.). Additionally, there may be many mobile units (e.g., MIJ 'B', MU 'C', etc.)

that need to be served concurrently by a single fixed unit (i.e., FU 'M'). Thus, optimization

work must be done to provide bandwidth-efficient data transmission, secure

communication, appropriately transcoded video, etc. To achieve these capabilities, if MU

'A'detects a suitable agent execution environment on FU 'M', it will download an agent

oflering the required functionality (i.e., Agent 'P') to FU 'M' and start to process

appropriate optimizations there (as described by Walkty t48l). Data is then optimized and

transrnitted across the wireless connection. As described earlier, the shortcoming of this

approach is that the downloaded agent comprises all the optimization code and is therefore

large and introduces non-negligible bandwidth overhead. This problem is compounded as

the number of MUs serviced by a single FU grows. To address this issue, I base my work

on the improvements proposed by Graham et al. [20] in which optimization functionality is

separated from the downloaded agent and I assume that all the optimization routines are

pre-installed on a well-known host (as shown in Figure a-l) in the fixed network. As such,

instead of carrying the heavyweight optimization code, downloaded agents (e.g., Agent 'P')

need only carry the lightweight references to the optimization codes. The agent then loads

the optimization code from the well-known host via high-speed fixed network and

performs the optimization work sooner and without undue bandwidth use on the wireless

link.
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My research work is to introduce a new load-balancing mechanism in the described

envirorunent and hopefully thereby address the potential overloading of the fixed units (as

described in Chapter 3) when aggressive optimizations are irnplemented. My work is

restricted to consider only fixed units in a known environment ofheavy wireless use (e.g., a

downtown hotspot or airport) and to available well-known nearby hosts.

Load balancing in the described environment basically involves two parts: load

information gathering and the load balancing itself. These two tasks are briefly described in

the following subsections. More detailed discussion on the load-balancing process is

presented in Chapter 5.

4.2 Load lnformation Gathering

There are a number of possible ways to implement load information gathering. The key is

to be able to locate information for a group of nearby FUs without having to explicitly

specify what the groups of FUs are. One possible approach is to make use of the wireless

link to distribute load infonnation. In this scheme, each FU would periodically broadcast

its current load information and all FUs within radio range would receive the message and

store the load information for future use. FUs might or might not choose to also exchange

load information received from others leading to a family of load diffusion algorithrns. An

alternative approach is to make use of the natural structure of the wired Intemet. In many

cases, a group of nearby fixed units (FUs) will be connected to the Internet as a whole via a

particular supervisory router, possibly via other routers. (This is particularly likely if all the

FUs are connected to the Intemet via a single service provider.) Such routers are in an ideal

position to collect information from nearby FUs and could, possibly with the use of active

networks technology, collect and later provide load information on demand to FUs during

the load-balancing processes.
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In this thesis, I adopt the latter approach and use one active node to gather information from

and provide services to a group of nearby fixed units (as shown in Figure 4-2). Agroup of

such active nodes represents a somewhat larger, but still local, geographical area where

rnultiple mobile units are being served concurrently. Such an active node group will be

used to cover the implementation area of interest (e.g., a downtown hotspot, an airport, etc.)

and to provide the FU load information as required.

Using such an active networks approach, each fixed unit (e.g., FU F1) is associated with a

pre-configured home active node (e.g., A1) and several backup active nodes (e.g., A2, A3).

Usually, an FU only communicates with its home active node to exchange load data.

However, in the event that the home active node crashes or becomes unreachable due to a

network failure, the fixed unit is able to register with one of the backup active nodes and

continue its work as before. There will, however, likely be a delay before the backup active

node has enough load data to provide accurate load values.
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A daemon process (e.g., Daemon E) is assumed to run on each fixed unit to periodically

check the system's status and extract such information as the current CPU usage, mefiìory

available, network response time between active nodes and the fixed unit, and number of

running mobile agents, etc. This information will be rendered using a computational model

and stored by a nearby supervisory active node (e.g., A1). To be practical, the supervisory

active node will cache the load data using a circular queue of a limited size as described in

119]. Later, when needed, the load data frorn the queue can be manipulated to produce

either a current or an expected load index. This load index is then used to permit

load-balancing decisions to be made (as described in [16]).

Using active networks for this processing, while not strictly necessary, does preserve the

anonlrnity of the fixed units (FUs) from one another which is desirable in an environment

where service may be provided collaboratively by devices that are (and wish to remain)

largely autonomous. Another advantage of this approach is that it provides a

loosely-coupled mechanism for data exchange and decision-making, which avoids the

problems associated with a single point of failure. In the event that the active execution

envirorunent fails, the system can continue to work if the active messages are passed

through to a higher level active node.

To be cost-effective, we must trade added fixed network overhead for improved wireless

computing performance. Each active node will store load infonnation from its own fixed

units and will exchange this information with its neighbors only when necessary. The

overhead of this scheme should be low due to the geographical distribution constraints of

the fixed units (e.g., all are in a small, dense urban area). If resource information for one

fixed unit does not exist, the data on nearby active nodes can always be accessed via

message passing over the wired network. In most cases, this communication will happen

between two close neighbors (e.g., A1 and A3) and therefore be efficient (i.e., involve very
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few network hops).

4.3 Load Balancing

In this thesis, I propose two load-balancing approaches: "handoff'to a more lightly-loaded

fixed unit and emplolng an agent-proxy scheme for the execution of optimization code on

non-FU hosts in the fixed network. These two approaches are both feasible in the assumed

application environment and the latter builds on the capabilities of the first.

In the first approach, the mobile agent probes the network conditions periodically. If the

mobile unit (e.g., MU B) is inside the overlapping coverage area of more than one fixed

units (refer again to Figure 4-2),then rnigration to another fixed unit is feasiblel'. The

mobile agent then informs its counterpart agent on the fixed unit (i.e., FU Agent) of that

possibility and a flag in the FU Agent is turned on. If the load of the fixed unit (e.g., FU Fl)

is also comparatively heavy, the FU agent may start to discover an altemate, lightly-loaded

fixed unit to migrate to. Based on the load data provided by the supervisory active nodes,

the FU agent can make a decision whether to migrate ("handoff') or not. If "handoff' to

another fixed unit is beneficial, the mobile unit is told to switch to the new fixed unit (e.g.,

FU F2) and the FU mobile agent moves itself frorn the old fixed unit (i.e., FU Fl) to the

new one. Afterwards, the two cooperating agents (on MU B and FU F2) continue the

optimization tasks as before. The result is lessened optimization load on heavily-used fixed

units and, hopefully, better overall performance of the agent-based mobile-computing

system. Further, the "handoff' (including the transfer of agent code and state) is assumed to

be done in the fixed network which is a significant improvement on Walkty's original

technique [48].

rr Detecting which fixed units are in range is beyond the scope of this thesis and will not be considered. It is

assumed that this can be done as suggested in [9].
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For those agents that cannot migrate due to the lack of another suitable f,rxed unit in range,

or if all the nearby fixed units are also heavily loaded, I propose the use of an agent-proxy

scheme (as illustrated in Figure 4-3) to offload work. A mobile agent 'Af is on a

heavily-loaded FU 'D'. Rather than moving to an altemative fixed unit, mobile agent '41'

may instead interact with a proxy agent'A2' on a well-known non-FU host, 'E', for help.

After connecting to the non-FU host, when agent '41'receives a request from a mobile unit

'O', it merely forwards this request to agent 'A2' and waits for its response. Thus, the

workload on FU 'D' is migrated to the non-FU host 'E' transparently with respect to the

mobile unit. A second active protocol could be used to locate suitable proxy hosts or some

sort of conventional discovery protocol might be usedl2. It is assumed that each non-FU

host is much more powerful than a resource-limited fixed unit and can therefore handle

requests from many nearby f,rxed units. Further, because the responses are optimized on the

non-FU host, network traffrc will not increase dramatically.

Figure 4-3 Agent-proxy Scheme

These two general approaches are both capable of offloading work from heavily-loaded

fixed units quickly and with low overhead. To do so, however, requires a load-balancing

l2 The problem ofdeciding where "proxies" should be placed is not considered, only the selection ofexisting

nearby machines capable ofexecuting agent-based optimization code is addressed.

Host E (a non-FU host machine)
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algorithm that will decide where to rnigrate agent-based optimization work to when

migration is necessary. More detailed descriptions of my load-balancing schemes are

presented in Chapter 5 and my simulation results for the basic strategy are presented in

Chapter 6.
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5. Load-Balancing Architecture

This chapter introduces an optimized web browsing architecture, which successfully

addresses the overloading problem of fixed units by incorporating load-balancing

components to provide load-balancing functionality. As such, the optimization workload

can be more equally distributed across fixed units or available well-known nearby hosts

resulting in more effective mobile-computing performance for the assumed environment.

5.1 Architecture Overvie\ry

In this thesis, two load-balancing approaches are explored to improve mobile-computing

performance: active "handoff' of agents to a more lightly-loaded fixed unit and employing

an agent-proxy scheme for execution on non-FU hosts in the fixed network. Both

approaches share the same basic framework, which is organized as four subsystems: the

Mobile Application System, Mobile Application Support System, Load-Balancing System

and Load Information Gathering System (as illustrated in Figure 5-1). The following

sections provide more detailed descriptions of these architectural components,

respectively.

Mobile Application System

Mobile Application Support System

Load-Balancing System

Load Information Gathering System

Figure 5-1 Solution Architecture
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5.2 The Mobile Application System

The Mobile Application System can be broken down into two parts: Mobile Client

Applications and Server Applications (See Figure 5-2). Server Applications can be any

Internet service provided in the fixed network, such as web service, FTP service, email

service, online video service etc. In most cases, these services are not mobile-oriented and

thus the communication data is not optirnized (e.g., for resolution, data compression,

filtering, etc.) at the server side. Mobile Client Applications are small programs running on

mobile devices (e.g., laptops, handheld computers, etc.). These client applications are

served using the traditional client/server model as are other client applications running in

the fixed network. One drawback of such a Mobile Application System is that resources at

the rnobile side (such as memory CPU, bandwidth, battery power, etc.) are always limited.

Therefore, Mobile Client Applications rnust adapt to these limitations to provide useful

services and data transmission across the wireless connections often must be optimized.

Many proxy-based/agent-based support systems l20ll27ll37l[48] have been proposed to

provide such optimization functionalities at the ends of wireless links. These systems trade

off additional optirnization overhead against better overall performance of the Mobile

Application System.

Figure 5-2 Mobile Application System

Mobile Client Applications Server Applications
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5.3 The Mobile Application Support System

In my architecture, an optimized agent-based Mobile Application Support System (as

shown in Figure 5-3) is introduced (refer again to Graham et al. [20]). In the assumed

environment, mobile-agent systems are provided on both the rnobile units and fixed units.

A pair of mobile agents, MU Agent and FU Agent, are thus able to run at the ends of the

wireless connection and optimize the data transmissions between them. When a mobile

client application is instantiated, a mobile unit agent (i.e., MU Agent) is created

automatically on behalf of the application. This agent offers complete optimization

functionalities and is responsible for the optimization work done at the mobile unit. When

the first client request is dispatched (e.g., an HTTP gets to a web server), another mobile

agent (FU Agent) is also created and downloaded with it to the fixed unit. The FU Agent is

equipped with complete optirnization functionalities as well and performs optimization

work at the fixed unit. Afterwards, requests and responses across the wireless connection

are transparently intercepted and processed by these two agents.

Figure 5-3 Mobile Application Support System

Fixed Unit (FU)Mobile Unit (MU)

Mobile Application
Mobile Agent Systern

Well-known Host

where optimization
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Mobile Agent Systern

Server on Internet

Server Application
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Both the MU agent and the FU agent are created by the mobile unit so that any potential

software mismatch between the mobile and fixed units is alleviated. Another advantage of

this support system is that the optimization codes of the FU Agent can be pre-installed on a

well-known host (see again Figure 5-3) in the fixed network. The FU Agent thus does not

have to carry any optimization code. Instead, it need only carry an opfimization code table

which refers to the optirnization codes. Based on parameters provided (e.g., bandwidth,

data type, etc.), the FU Agent can then choose an appropriate optimization method and load

the code from the well-known host(s) through the higher-speed wired network. Separation

of the FU agent and the optimization codes results in less bandwidth use of the wireless

connection and a comparatively shorter initialization procedure. It also helps to lessen

resource contention (primarily for memory) when multiple FU agents are doing

optimization work on a single fixed unit.

5.4 The Load Information Gathering System

In this thesis, two load-balancing approaches are investigated to improve

mobile-computing performance. This section discusses an active network based load

information gathering system for each of these two approaches, respectively.

5.4.1 Approach A - active "handoff' to a more lightlyloaded fixed unit

As shown in Figure 5-4, each fixed unit (FU) is assumed to have a supervisory active node

in the fixed network. This supervisory active node is composed of two components, a node

cache and a "synchronization" agent. The node cache maintains historical load data

gathered from the fixed units that are supervised by this active node. It also caches copies

of the load data from neighboring active nodes. The "slmchronization" agent maintains an

internal clock. When a pre-configured time interval arrives, the synchronization agent

broadcasts "SlmcCap" packets (software capsules)I3 to all the fixed units supervised by

t'In so-" cases, the software capsules in my architecture only carry data. For effrciency, code can also be
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this active node. The daemon processes running on these fixed units are then activated and

start to collect load data (such as CPU usage, memory available, etc.) on the fixed units.

Once all the load data is retrieved, a compound load index is rendered into a "LoadCap"

packet (software capsule) and transferred back to the node cache of the active node. These

"LoadCap" packets arrive at the node cache one after another. When all the packets have

arrived (ignoring failures and lost packets), the load data in the node cache is updated.

Also, each fixed unit maintains a local cache which stores the historical load data for its

group. When the active node accomplishes its load data update, it will automatically

dispatch a separate "LoadCap" packet to each fixed unit beneath it and to neighboring

active nodes as well. Thus, the load data of the system is relatively synchronized. Later, this

historical load data will be used by the load-balancing algorithm.

Figure 5-4 Load Information Gathering System forApproach A

To be practical, all caches (node and local) in the Load Information Gathering System are

implemented using circular queues of a fixed, limited size. Circular queues only keep

cached in the fixed units, active nodes and non-FU hosts.

Fixed Unit (FU) Active Node

Neighbor Active Node
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recent (and thus useful) load information and require only limited memory capacity, which

is appropriate for both active nodes and mobile-computing environments.

5,4.2 Approach B - Bxecution on non-FIJ hosts in the fixed net\ryork

Figure 5-5 Load Information Gathering System forApproach B

The load gathering mechanism is relatively straightforward for the agent-proxy scheme (as

shown in Figure 5-5). Since load migration merely occurs between fixed units and nearby

non-FU hosts, the node caches for non-FU hosts are not required. Instead, local caches of

fixed units are used to store the load data of the current fixed unit and available nearby

non-FU hosts. On each available non-FU host, a "s¡mchronization" agent is run to update

the load data on the fixed units. These "s¡mchronization" agents can be scheduled using a

pre-configured master-slave protocol. When a synchrontzation point arrives, the load data

of non-FU hosts is transferred to the fixed units via "LoadCap" packets. In the meantime,

the load data of the current frxed unit is retrieved and stored in the local cache. Later, these

load data will, again, be used for load balancing.

5.5 The Load-Balancing System

When a fixed unit is overloaded (i.e., the load index of that fixed unit is over a

pre-configured threshold), offloading work to another fixed unit or to a non-FU host nearby

could be beneficial. This section discusses possible load-balancing systems for the two

proposed approaches, respectively. It naturally assumes that the necessary load information

has already been gathered, as described previously.

Non-FU HostFixed Unit (FU)

Synchronization Agent
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5.5.1 Approach A - active "handoff'to a more lightly-loaded fÏxed unit

For each frxed unit, there is an associated "Load-Balance" Agent that is responsible for

load-balancing functionalities. It attaches to the local cache and "sleeps" most of the time.

When the local cache is updated by a new "LoadCap" packet from the supervisory active

node, the "Load-Balance" Agent is activated to do some load-balancing work.

Fixed Unit (FU)
Migration

Prepare Fixed Unit to

Migrate (in the same group)
I FU Aeent 

i

V"t-equestcaP

"'..t-\-------
Active Node

Node Cache

Migration

Prepare Fixed Unit to
Migrate (in the

neighboring group)

Figure 5-6 Load-Balancing System for Approach A

First, the Load-Balance agent checks the load status of the current fixed unit. If the load

index of the current fixed unit exceeds a pre-configured threshold, the current fixed unit is

regarded as heavily loaded and the "Load-Balance" Agent will start to search for a

candidate fixed unit close by to offload some work onto. Such a candidate FU must, of

course, be within radio range of the MU whose agent(s) are to be migrated. To determine

this, the Load-Balance agent can send a request to the corresponding MU Agent. If the

mobile unit is inside the coverage area of several nearby fixed units, migration to another

nearby fixed unit is possible. Then the "Load-Balance" Agent can make a migration
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decision based on load data from the local cache on the current fixed unit or the node cache

of the supervisory active node. If the target fixed unit is in the current group, its historical

load data can be retrieved from the local cache. Otherwise, the "Load-Balance" Agent will

retrieve the load data from node cache of the supervisory active node via another

"LoadRequestCap" packet. Other factors such as signal strength and radio range of the

nearby fixed units might also be taken into account for decision-rnaking purposes (e.g., it

may be better to select a lightly-loaded FU with long radio range since its service lifetime

will be potentially longer). Based on all information collected, the "Load-Balance" Agent

can decide whether or not migration should take place and, if so, where the workload

should be migrated to (i.e., target fixed unit selection).

If a lightly-loaded target fixed unit is found, the FU Agent can "handoff'to that fixed unit

and thereby hopefully obtain faster service. In cases where all the target fixed units are also

heavily loaded, the FU Agent cannot migrate and, in this load balancing scheme, has to

tolerate slow service on the current f,rxed unit.

5.5.2 Approach B - Execution on non-Fu hosts in the fixed net\ryork

For those agents that cannot migrate due to the lack of another FU in radio range, or if all

the nearby fixed units are also heavily loaded, an agent-proxy scheme is an altemative

solution (refer to Figure 5-7). With this scheme, on each fixed unit, a local cache stores

historical load data for the current fixed unit and also for the non-FU hosts that are close by.

There is also a "Load-Balance" Agent attached to the local cache which "listens" to load

update events. When the local cache is updated by a new "LoadCap" packet from a

Non-FU host, the "Load-Balance" Agent is activated to do some load-balancing work.
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Figure 5-7 Load-Balancing System forApproach B

First, the "Load-Balance" Agent checks the load status of the current f,rxed unit. If the

current fixed unit is overloaded, the "Load-Balance" Agent can make a decision based on

load data in the local cache. Either the FU agent processes the optimization request on its

own or it forwards the request to a non-FU host. In the second case, the FU agent forwards

the request to the non-FU host and waits to receive the optimized response via the wired

network. There may be many concurrent requests that need to be processed by one non-FU

host. To be effective and fault-tolerant, a service pool and a service queue are required for

the proxy scheme. When a new forwarded request arrives, it is inserted into the service

queue and then is processed by worker agents of the service pool. If the service queue is

full, the forwarded request is refused. Once the optimization work is f,rnished, the

optimized response is sent directly back to the waiting FU Agent. The FU Agent is then

activated and continues to accept the next request.

5.5.3 Load-Balancing Algorithms

As described in Section2.3, usage pattern and load distribution change may differ in a

variety of application areas. To be efficient, an appropriate load-balancing algorithm must

be tailored to meet the specific application needs and thus function well.
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In the assumed agent-based mobile computing environment, a wide raîge of load scenarios

can be generated by the request distributions and movements of mobile users. At one time,

workload may be evenly distributed among the fixed units. At another time, some fixed

units may be heavily used whereas other fixed units are underutilized. A generic

load-balancing algorithm needs to be exploited to perform well in most cases. In case when

an extreme load imbalance exists among the nearby fixed units, the load-balancing

algorithm should achieve great perforrnance improvements and therefore the mobile users

will still have comparatively fast service.

Threshold-based load balancing is a desirable algorithm that functions efficiently in the

assumed, resource-limited environment. Workload is only transferred when the load index

exceeds a pre-configured threshold. This would avoid the "over-balancing" problem in

which too many agents may be migrated to the target fixed unit and therefore the target

fixed unit is also overloaded. The following paragraphs discuss three threshold-based

algorithms that are possible for the assumed mobile-computing environment.

The first approach is a single-level threshold-based load balancing where a single threshold

is prescribed to be in charge of load migration. When the load index of a fixed unit exceeds

the threshold, a nearby fixed unit of the lowest load will be chosen to migrate load to. This

approach is very simple and the overhead introduced (e.g., load gathering, load migration,

etc.) is trivial. One drawback of this approach, however, is that the single threshold is not

adjustable. When workload on the fixed units changes dramatically, either too high or too

low, this load-balancing approach cannot perform efficiently. In case when the load indices

of the fixed units are all high, load balancing will not occur. In case when the load indices

of the fixed units are all low, load-balancing work occurs very often so that resources are

wasted in the frequent load migration processes.
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The second approach is more effective where three-level thresholds are introduced to allow

for flexible load migration. When the load index of a fixed unit exceeds the Threshold I

value (which is the lowest), the fixed unit is slightly overloaded so a small number of

agents can be rnigrated to a more lightly-loaded nearby fixed unit. When the load index of

a fixed unit is greater than the Threshold 2 value (which is higher), the fixed unit is

regarded as somewhat heavily loaded so a larger number of agents can be offloaded to a

group of nearby lightly-loaded fixed units. When the load index of a fixed unit is greater

than the Threshold 3 value (which is the highest), the fixed unit is regarded as very heavily

loaded so a still larger number of agents can be offloaded to a group of nearby

lightly-loaded fixed units. In this way, load balancing can be carefully manipulated based

on the degree of overloading and thereby achieve good perfoÍnance in most cases. This

three-level threshold-based load-balancing algoritlun induces a small amount of overhead

and is particularly suitable for my research. It accommodates usage pattems with both

small groups of fixed units and larger ones (see Chapter 6 for details).

The third approach is built on the capabilities of the second approach but the values for the

three-level thresholds are not static. Instead, they can be autornatically adjusted based on

load changes on the fixed units and thus be adaptive. The three-level thresholds can be

adjusted higher or lower to handle the extremely low or high load cases. One side effect of

this approach, however, is that it may involve more complicated computations and/or more

load data gathering, which is undesirable in a resource-limited mobile-computing

environment. Further, the computations must be very fast and accurate to generate a useful

adaptive guide. If an inaccurate adaptive guide gets created due to a brief but significant

fluctuation in the current load or due to using obsolete load data, the newly adjusted

thresholds may not function well and, as a result, the potential benefits of the adaptive

approach will be ef[ectively negated.
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6. Simulation

As described earlier, my architecture is broken into four basic subsystems: the Mobile

Application System, Mobile Application Support System, Load-Balancing System and

Load Information Gathering System (as illustrated in Figure 5-1).

The Mobile Application System and the Mobile Application Support System are mature

and much work has already been done in [20] [48]. Therefore, only the main components

of these two systems are simulated in this thesis. For the Mobile Application System,

requests from the mobile client side and responses from the server applications are

supported (in terms of size). Based on this simplifìed model of network load, measurable

results can be achieved. Also, as the wireless connection is usually of relatively lower

bandwidth and this limitation has a non-negligible effect on mobile-computing

performance, a wireless link component is modeled in my simulation to simulate the traffrc

delay and limited throughput of the wireless link. Wireless link faults, however, are not

simulated. For the Mobile Application Support System, agent systems are assumed to be

provided on both the mobile and fixed units. One of each pair of mobile agents (MU Agent

and FU Agent), the FU Agent is simulated to perform optimization work in the fixed

network. The creation and download stage of the FU Agents are ignored as we are

primarily interested in the overall effects of load balancing once optimizations are in

progress. The process of loading optimization routines in the fixed network and

instantiation of these routines are also not simulated. This is reasonable since there is no

overhead on the wireless links and because such work can be done very quickly in the

wired network. Multiple FU Agents flln concurrently on one fixed unit and each does

optimization work in terms of "units of work" of fixed, short duration. When an FU Agent

is idle, its state stays in memory and it consumes no CPU cycles.

The Load Information Gathering System and the Load-Balancing System are the core
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components of my architecture. In my simulation, I consider only the active handoff to

nearby lightly-loaded FUs approach (refer to Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-6). The use of

non-FU hosts for optimization execution is not simulated. Such hosts simply provide

additional migration targets, albeit ones of higher computational capacity, so their

inclusion was not considered to be critical.

Recall that the Load Information Gathering Systern is composed of three components, the

supervisory active nodes in the fixed network, daemon processes and the local caches on

the fixed units. The active nodes and the daemon processes are not simulated. Instead, a

"Load-Test" event is triggered at a pre-configured time interval (e.g., 60 seconds). The

"Load-Test" event collects the load status of the fixed units and populates their local caches

with this new load data. Also, the business logic of the "Load-Balance" Agent (in the

Load-Balancing System) is embedded into the processing of the "Load-Test" events. A

simple load-balancing algorithm is used as our baseline in which the historical load status

of the current fixed unit is checked against a threshold. If the current fixed unit is thus

determined to be overloaded, the "Load-Test" event will result in the choosing of a

lightly-loaded fixed unit within radio range and migrating one or several FU Agents to the

target fixed unit. The migrated agent(s) will be delayed for a while (corresponding to the

wired network bandwidth and agent size) and then be restarted on the target fixed unit.

Thus, the workload of these agents is transferred from the heavily-loaded current fixed unit

to the lightly-loaded target fixed unit and the overall system workload is "balanced". After

restart, these migrated agent(s) share the resources of the target fixed unit with existing

agents and continue their optimization work.

The following sections describe the simulation in greater detail.
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6.1 Simulation Tools

In this thesis, the SSJ [30] simulation package was used for the simulation work. SSJ is a

Javallbrary primarily designed for creating discrete-event based stochastic simulations. It

provides convenient tools (as Java classes) for developing sirnulations. These include event

scheduling, random number generation, statistical data collection, etc. all of which are

required for my simulation framework. Using SSJ, the complicated work flow (e.g.,

request arrival, mobile unit movement, optimizalion processing, load gathering, agent

migration, etc.) of the assumed mobile-computing system can be effectively simulated by

using a series of events. These events can occur concunently and closely to simulate the

major actions occurring in the fixed network.

Log4j [23] is a flexible logging package from Apache that can be easily attached to my

simulation application to produce detailed context information. One advantage of this

package is that four logging modes (info, debug, effor, fatal) are provided and the runtime

rnode can be adjusted via a property file. As such, the simulation application may have

different logging output for different runtime modes.

Eclipse [13] is a popular open source project that focuses on providing an extensible

development platform and application frameworks for software development. I used the

Eclipse IDE to implement the simulation system required by my research.

6.2 Assumptions

Due to the complexity of the assumed mobile-computing environment, several

assumptions were required to simplifu the simulation and produce useful results. Many of

these assumptions have already been stated, either explicitly or implicitly. They are listed

again here for reader convenience.
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Agent systems are provided on both mobile and fixed units. They are responsible for

running agents, for agent state migration, resource allocation, etc. When an agent is idle,

its state stays in memory and the agent consumes no CPU cycles.

The bandwidth of the wired network is greater than that of the wireless connection.

Further, the wired network is more reliable than the wireless network. Accordingly,

messages are transferred much faster and (it is assumed) reliably in the fixed network.

Thus, potential contention problems in the fixed network are ignored.

In simulation, an agent is assumed to process only one request at a time. In the real

world, an agent can handle rnultiple requests concurrently. This fine-granularity

concuffency is hard to do effrciently in simulation. Since concuffency of request

processing does not impact directly on load, such potential concurrency is ignored.

The overhead introduced by load gathering and load data exchange occurs within the

wired network and is srnall. It has no significant impact on agents'optimization work,

load balancing or agent migration and is therefore ignored.

The functionalities of the optimization routines are embedded into the processing of the

"Load-Test" event (as a required number of work units for optimization completion).

The loading and instantiation process of these optirnization routines are not considered.

The associated overhead is small and will not significantly impact the simulation

results.

During agent migration, only the state of the agent is migrated and the size of the agent

state is primarily determined by the data response for the agent.

6.3 Basic Simulation Work Flow

As shown in Figure 6-1, the simulation work flow for processing a mobile client's request

includes:
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A mobile client dispatches a request to a server application through the wireless

connection.

The pair of mobile agents (MU Agent and FU Agent) intercept this request

transparently and process the request on behalf of the mobile client.

The request is forwarded to the server application and a corresponding response is

delivered back to the FU Agent through the high-speed fixed network.

Based on the response type, length and client's preferences, etc. the FU Agent will

launch an appropriate optimization routine to optimize (e.g., data compression, filter,

transcode) the response. There may be multiple agents running concurrently on one

fixed unit and these agents must sha¡e the limited resources (e.g., CPU, etc.) of the FU.

Optimization work is performed in term of "units of work" and the responses are

processed one after another in sequence.

When the response is completely optimized, ít will typically be much smaller in size

and will then be delivered back to the mobile side through the wireless connection

using less bandwidth than without optimization. The MU Agent intercepts the response,

and presents it to the mobile client.

Restored Response Optirnized Response

Wireless Connection

Figure 6-1 Basic Simulation Work Flow

O
Response Delivery

Event
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Four basic event types (Request Event, Delivery Event, Server Reply Event, and Response

Delivery Event) are created to simulate this basic work flow.

6.3.1 Simulation Structure

At the beginning of the simulation, several fixed units and a multiple FU agents are

instantiated (see Figure 6-2). Each fixed unit has pre-configured coordinates and a

functional radio range. A wireless link component and a local cache are also created for,

each fixed unit. The wireless link component is exploited for simulating the traffic delay on

wireless link. The local cache stores load data that will be required for load balancing.
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Each FU agent has initial coordinates which are related to the initial location of the

corresponding mobile unit. Based on the coordinates of the fixed units and the mobile units,

the FU agents are distributed among the fixed units and the simulation begins.

To create simulation load, a set of request events are loaded statically from a

pre-determined request map (see Figure 6-3) stored in a file. Each entry of this map

contains a start time, agent ID, request length, response length and optimization method

required. The start time specifies the time when a request is injected into the wireless

connection. The agent ID indicates the owner of this request (i.e., the associated FU Agent).

The request length corresponds to the size of the client request and will cause an

appropriate simulation delay corresponding to transmission over the wireless link. The

response length and optimization method determine the workload on the fixed unit and the

delay in the fixed network for processing the request. These parameters are passed through

Delivery Events (which describe the delivery of a request to the server), Server Reply

Events (which describe the delivery of the response to the FU), and Response Delivery

Events (which describe the delivery of optimized results from the FU to the MU) to drive

the simulation.

Start time Request Length Optimization Method

Figure 6-3 Simulation Request Map

, 1, 0.1, I, 1

3, 2, 0.1, r, 2

4, 3, 0.1, 5, 2

5, 4, 0.1, 5, 1

8, 5, 0.1, r, 2
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When a request event occurs, the traffrc status of the wireless link is checked to determine

the next available time to transmit the request. Processing of the request event then creates

a Delivery Event and schedules it for "execution" at the next available time.

Latel when the Delivery Event is executed, the request arrives at a fixed unit and an

associated FU Agent will intercept the request and forward it to the server application in

the f,rxed network. Based on the agent ID of the Delivery Event, the associated FU Agent

and fixed unit can be located and their current load is updated to reflect the cost of handling

the new request. The Delivery Event will then create a Server Reply Event to simulate the

delay between the fixed unit and the server application. The delay is simply computed

using the known response length and the assumed bandwidth of the fixed network.

Potential contention in the fixed network is not considered.

The Server Reply Event is one of the core event types in my simulation. It not only

represents a response being delivered back to the fixed unit from the server application but

also provides a mechanism to process multiple responses concurrently on one fixed unit. A

Server Reply Event specifies the number of units of work needed to perform the

optimization work that needs to be done. In each cycle of the fixed unit, a Server Reply

Event is activated to process a single unit of work and the load of the associated FU Agent

and fixed unit is updated accordingly. Based on the number of running Server Reply Events

on the current fixed unit, the Server Reply Event is able to compute the next available time

on the fixed unit and re-schedule the Server Reply Event (for the next unit of work) at that

time. The newly rescheduled Server Reply Event will be inserted into the event queue and

wait for the next available time before processing another unit of work. As such, responses

are processed in terms of "units of work" in an interleaved fashion simulating concurrent

processing (ala timeslicing). When a Server Reply Event is activated but has no remaining

units of work to perform, it will create a Response Delivery Event to send the response
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back to the mobile side. The response size is, of course, adjusted to be the smaller,

optimized, response size. The next time at which the necessary wireless link will be

available is retrieved based on the optimized response size and the traffrc on the wireless

link and the Response Delivery Event is scheduled at that time.

When a Response Delivery Event occurs, the response is delivered back to the mobile side

and the mobile client's request is regarded as served. The current simulation time and the

start time passed through can be used to compute the service time for the request.

6.4 Mobile Unit Movement

To mimic the movements of mobile units, a movement map and an associated event

(Movement Event) are also provided. An entry in the movement map consists of four fields:

time, agent ID, x coordinate and y coordinate (see Figure 6-4). This map is loaded into the

event queue at the beginning of the simulation to statically create the Movement Events.

Agent ID X Coordinate Y Coordinate

Figure 6-4 Simulation Movement Map

When a Movement Event is executed, the status of the coresponding FU Agent is changed

to "migrating" to reflect the fact that the agent needs to move. An agent may be in the

processing a response when a Movement Event occurs so the actual movement happens

after the Server Reply Event of the agent completes a unit of work. No new Server Reply
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Event will be created in this case. Instead, a Migration Event will be created to fulfrll the

migration work. The size of the agent is mainly based on its response's size so the

Migration Event is scheduled to reflect a delay that is computed using the agent size and

assumed wired network bandwidth between the fixed units. Again, contention is ignored.

When a Migration Event occurs, the fixed unit ID of the current agent is changed to the

target f,rxed unit and the workload of the agent is transferred to the target fixed unit as well.

Later, a new Server Reply Event will be created to allow for processing the remaining work

of the agent's response. Thus, the migrated agent will work concurrently with other

existing agents on the new fixed unit.

In my simulations, two different approaches were used to select a target fixed unit to

migrate agents to. The first approach is sirnple and straightforward. The target fixed unit is

chosen solely by distance. If the mobile unit is closer to a fixed unit, the radio signal

strength is stronger which means the fixed unit should be able to provide more reliable

service. No load balancing is considered when using this approach though. The second

approach incorporates load balancing. There may be more than one candidate fixed units in

the radio range of the mobile unit. The one that has the least load will be chosen as the

target fixed unit to migrate to. In cases where all the nearby fixed units are heavily-loaded

and the current fixed unit is still in the radio range of the mobile unit, the mobile unit will

stay on the current fixed unit and will not "handoff' to a new fixed unit. This approach

introduces load balancing while the mobile unit is on the move and significant

improvements when there is an outstanding load imbalance among the fixed units. When

workload is already evenly distributed among the fixed units and the load indices of the

fixed units do not reflect the load trend accurately, however, the latter approach may cause

worse load imbalance and under-perform the first approach.
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6.5 Load Gathering

The "Load-Test" event is responsible for load data gathering and is triggered at a

pre-configured time interval (e.g., 60 seconds). When this event occurs, the current load

status of the fixed units is retrieved and populated into the local caches of the fixed units.

To be practical for use in embedded systems (e.g., routers), the local caches are

implemented by using circular queues of a limited size (see Figure 6-5). Only recent and

valid load data will be stored. Further, the load index computed from data in the local

caches will be computed using a weighting scheme where recent load data has higher

weight and old load data has lower weight. Migration target decisions are based on these

historical load indices. One advantage of this historical load data is that it may filter out any

dramatic load fluctuations occurring over a comparatively short period of time and may

thus provide a more accurate load trend for the fixed units.

Figure 6-5 Circular Queue, Data Structure of the Local Cache

6.6 Load Migration

The "Load-Test" event triggers the actual load balancing in my simulator. After the

"Load-Test" event stores the current load of the fixed units, the historical load data is used

to help predict the load distribution of the fixed units. [n a real implementation, load

migration could occur between a group of fixed units of high load and a group of f,rxed

units of low load. In my simulations, however, only the fixed unit of the highest load and
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the fixed unit of the lowest load are chosen for load migration. This attempts to address the

worst case scenarios for load balancing and will allow us to assess the effectiveness of load

balancing in such situations.

Load balancing in my simulations is threshold-based. Workload is only transferred when

the load index exceeds a prescribed threshold. When workload migration is too frequent,

resources are wasted in the migration processes rather than doing useful work. Hence, it is

desirable to avoid "over balancing" and this is what the threshold attempts to do. To be

more effective, three-level thresholds were employed to allow for flexible load migration.

As shown in Figure 6-6, the historical load difference between the fixed unit of highest load

and the fixed unit of lowest load is computed. When this load difference exceeds the

Threshold I value, one FU Agent is migrated. When the load difference is greater than the

Threshold 2 value, two FU Agents are migrated. When the load difference exceeds the

Threshold 3 value, three FU Agents are migrated. This approach "balances" the workload

among the fixed units according to the degree of imbalance. In cases where the load

difference is lower than the Threshold 1 value, the existing workload is regarded as evenly

distributed among the fixed units so no load balancing will occur. This three-level

threshold-based load-balancing scheme is simple (and hence cheap and fast) and it targets

at generic load-imbalance cases among the fixed units (avoiding trying to deal with special

cases that might negatively affect others).
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Historical Load Difference

Th¡eshold 3

Th¡eshold 2

Threshold I

Load Tests at a Pre-configured Time Interval

Figure 6-6 Three-Level Threshold-based Load Balancing

In the assumed mobile-computing environment, the load data is gathered using the "active

service" in the fixed network and the corresponding overhead is expected to be

insignificant to the load-balancing process. Hence this overhead is not simulated. The

computational overhead of the three-level threshold-based load balancing is small and it is

introduced by embracing a small amount of overhead into the "Load-Test" event (e.g., 0.1

unit of work).

6.7 Metrics

The major metrics employed in my simulation work are average load on the individual

fixed units (in terms of units of work) and average response time of all the requests

(seconds). When workload is more evenly distributed over the fixed units (subject to

capacity), the average load on each of the individual fixed units is close and the average

response time of all the requests is shorter. This results in better performance as seen by the

end users. Other metrics (such as maximum load on the fixed units, maximum response
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time of requests, variance in load and response time, etc.) are also gathered during the

simulations and are used to help to assess the overall effect of load balancing on system

perfonnance.

6.8 Statistical Objects

An SSJ statistical object was used for collecting the response time data of all the requests.

Two statistical objects were also created to gather response time information for large and

small requests, respectively. For each fixed unit, a separate statistical object was

maintained to observe the load data on the fixed unit when the "Load-Test" events were

executed.

6.9 Test Cases

Eighteen test cases were implemented using variants on three primary simulation

parameters: load migration mechanism, size of the load, and movement mode. The load

migration mechanism options were: no load migration, moderate threshold-based load

migrationra and aggressive threshold-based load migrationls. Size of the load was either

small (20 agents and 200 requests) or big (40 agents and 400 requests). Movement modes

included: random movement, movement to one fixed unit frequently and movement to one

fixed unit less frequently.

The major simulation parameters are as shown in the following table.

ra Moderate th¡eshold-based load migration does not provide load detection and load balancing when a

mobile unit is on the move.

l5 Aggressive th¡eshold-based load migration allows load balancing even when a mobile unit is on the move.
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Table 6-1 Simulation Parameters

The test results are depicted in the tables and figures below and are discussed in the next

subsection. Two scales, the average load of the fixed units (Units of Work) and the average

response time of all the requests (Seconds) are employed in the figures. In my simulations,

the average response time of all the requests is directly determined by the average load of

the fixed units.

Simulation

Simulation Time 10,000 seconds

Number of Optimization Methods 2

Number of Requests 200t400

Fixed Unit

Number of Fixed Units 4

Capacity I unit ofwork/second

Cache Size 3

Agent Number of Agents 20/40

Link

Wireless Bandwidth I MB/second

Wireless Radius 15 meters

Bandwidth Between Fixed Units l5 MB/second

Bandwidth In The Fixed Network 5MB/second

Load Balancing

Load Test Interval 60 seconds

Load Test Overhead 0.1 unit of work

Load Th¡eshold One 50 units of work

Load Th¡eshold Two 100 units of work

Load Threshold Three 200 units of work
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Table 6-2 Response Time and Load Results of 20 Agents and 200 Random Requests

Table 6-3 Response Time and Load Results of 20 Agents and 200 Random Requests (Size-based)

Movement
Mode

Load Migration
Mechanism

Response Time (Seconds) Load on Fixed Units (Units of Work)
Average Minimum Maximum Average Minimum Maximum

Random
Movement

No Load
Migration 42.6t7 0.775 328.35

) 1'77

3.277,
3.06,
3.t69

0,

0,

0,

0

80,
141,
98,
72

Moderate
Migration 38.773 0.775 284.467

2.964,
l.988,
3.t2,
3.1 83

0

0

0
0

I 10,

r 40,
l3l,
78

Aggressive
Migration

42.908 0.'775 333.6

2.127
2.627
2.837
4.94

0,

0,

0,

0

t32,
t49,
I 30,
t3'7

Movement to
One Fixed Unit

Frequently

No Load
Migration

47.54-7 0.77s 363.6

I .518,
3.886,
3.849,
3.476

0,

0,

0,

0.

5q

t4t,
125,
96

Moderate
Migration

3 8.863 0.7'7 5 260.8

2.s84,
) 6'7\

3.06,
3.018

0,

0,

0,

0

88,
I 36,
I 19,

9l

Aggressive
Migration

43.372 0.775 398.ó

3.572,
1.982,
3.367,
3.807

0

0

0

0

102,
qrí

l4t,
n6

Movement to
One Fixed Unit
Less Frequently

No Load
Migration 74.745 0.775 606. I

0.867,
10.072,
5. l5l,
4.651

0,

0,

0,
0

<o

)7)
r 30,
164

Moderate
Migration 45.847 0.775 340.3

2.488,
3.849,
2.44,
4.946

0,

0,
0,
0

IJ,
1 65,
129,
166

Aggressive
Migration

44.501 0.775 JJO.J

2.205,
3.410
2.434,
4.898

0,

0,

0,
0

74,
t20,
125,
l6s

Movement
Mode

Load Migration
Mechanism

Response Time of Big Size (Seconds) Response Time of Small Size (Seconds)

Averase Minimum Maximum Averaqe Minimum Maximum

Random
Movement

No Misration '71 .034 5.5 328.35 8.58 0.775 35.45

Moderate Migration 64.507 5.5 284.467 7.948 0.77 5 48.95

Asgressive Misration 7l .804 5.5 333.6 8.298 0.775 50.5 17

Movement to
One Fixed Unit

Frequently

No Misration 78.681 5.5 363.6 t0.254 0.7't5 61.483
Moderate Misration 64.t7'7 5.5 260.8 8.543 0.'/75 44.383

Aggressive Misration 72.054 5.5 398.6 9.016 0.775 57.75
Movement to

One Fixed Unit
Less Frequently

No Misration t23.946 5.5 606. r ls.8r3 0.775 77.85
Moderate Misration 't6.403 5.5 340.3 9.247 0.77 s 49.4s

Aggressive Migration 74.077 5.5 336.3 9.074 0.775 50.45
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Table 6-4 Response Time and Load Results of 40 Agents and 400 Random Requests

Movement
Mode

Load Migration
Mechanism

Response Time lSeconds) Load on Fixed Units (Units of Work)
Average Minimum Maximum Average Minimurn Maximum

Randorn
Movement

No Load
Migration 58.877 0.77s 468.ss

r 0.1 57,
7.114,
r0.663,
9.078

0,

0,

0,

0

r 36,
r 04,
t47,
152

Moderate
Migration

47.51'7 0.7'75 305.8

8.837
7.349
6.916
7.01 8

0,
0,

0,
(,

169,
143,
145,
r60

Aggressive
Migration 52.164 0.77 5 426.95

t2.096,
7.554,
6.24t,
7.62

0,

0,

0,

0

I 89,
129,
86,
t24

Movement to
One Fixed Unit

Frequently

No Load
Migration

52.293 0.77 5 357.5

9.259,
s.886,
'7 .301,
9.542

0,

0,

0,
0.

t22,
98,
r 13,

l5r

Moderate
Migration 53.828 0.77 5 434.767

12.506,
5.416,
7.398,
9.964

0,

0,

0,

0

227,
90,
l0 t,
252

Aggressive
Migration

50.406 0.775 486.4

10.464,
4.657,
8.843,
8.096

0,

0,
0,

0

r 89,
90,
134,
96

Movement to
One Fixed Unit
Less Frequently

No Load
Migration 61.973 0.775 461.7

4.0s4,
t6.s78,
9.70s,
7.97

0,
0,

0,

0

'7Q

t76,
136,
98

Moderate
Migration

51.855 0.775 365.7

7.548,
9.657 ,

9.169,
6.367

0,
0,

0,

0

19,
83,

21,
30

Aggressive
Migration

52.247 0.775 351.'7

9.464,
7.47,

8. I 63,
7.849

0,
0,

0,

0

I 35,
t49,
134,
n4
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Table 6-5 Response Time and Load Results of 40 Agents and 400 Random Requests (Size-based)

Movement
Mode

Load Migration
Mechanism

Response Time of Bie Size (Seconds) Resoonse Time of Small Size lSecondsl
Average Minimum Maximum Averase Minimum Maximum

Random
Movement

No Load
Misration

93.056 5.5 468.55 r r.l9 0.775 62.85

Moderate
Mieration

'75.t24 5.5 3 05.8 8.998 0.'7'75 42.65

Aggressive
Mieration 82.678 5.5 426.95 9.591 0.'775 49.05

Movement to
One Fixed Unit

Frequently

No Load
Mieration

8 t.851 5.5 357.5 ll.052 0.7'7 5 60.25

Moderate
Mieration

84.59 5.5 434.767 10.90s 0.775 77.75

Aggressive
Mieration

79.068 5.5 486.4 10.416 0.775 50.0s

Movement to
One Fixed Unit
Less Frequently

No Load
Misration

98.371 5.5 461.'7 l l.l9 0.775 60.85

Moderate
Misration 82.074 5.5 365.7 9.693 0.77 5 42.t5

Aggressive
Misration 82.512 5.5 35t.7 10.021 0.775 44.15

Average Load
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Figure 6-7 20 Agents, 200 Random Requests and Random movement
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Figure 6-11 40 Agents, 400 Random Requests and Movement to One Fixed Unit Frequently
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6.10 Results Analysis

For all test cases, the request load was initially randomly distributed to the fixed units via a

pre-defined request map. The global load imbalance among the fixed units was then caused

by the movements of the mobile units.

6.10.1 Experiments of 20 Agents and 200 Random Requests

The first set of experiments was implemented with 20 agents and 200 random requests.

When the mobile units also move randomly among the nearby fixed units, the workload is

evenly distributed among the fixed units (e.g., the average load on the fixed units is 2.373,

3.277,3.06 and 3.169 units of work). The average response time of all the requests (e.g.,
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42.617 seconds) is relatively short without any load balancing. When moderate

threshold-based load balancing is used, the workload is also evenly distributed (e.g., the

average load on the fixed units is 2.964, 1.988, 3.12 and 3.183 units of work) and the

average response time of all the requests (e.g., 38.773 seconds) improves a little. The

overall system performance benefit is small because the improvements introduced by load

balancing are not tremendous (when the workload is already nearly balanced) and they

have to be offset by the extra overhead of load balancing (such as load data gathering, load

migration delay, etc.). When aggressive threshold-based load balancing is implemented,

the workload distribution on the fixed units (e.g. 2.727,2.627,2.837 and4.94 units of work)

became somewhat imbalanced. While mobile units are on the move, the load index is

computed using both the current load and the historical load in my algorithm. A fluctuation

of the current load may lead to avery big or small current load and therefore an inaccurate

load index. This is particularly serious when load distribution is relatively even among the

fixed units. One inaccurate load index may trigger an inappropriate load migration which

may cause worse load imbalance than without any load balancing. This phenomenon may

explain the relatively high average response time of all the requests (e.g., 42.908 seconds)

obtained in this experiment.

When several mobile units move to one fixed unit at almost the same time, global load

imbalance will be caused. When this movement occurs frequently, load imbalance is not

serious because frequentlymigrated agents will "balance" the load distribution on the fixed

units over the long term. Thus, experimentally, the average load of the fixed units (e.g.,

1.518, 3.886, 3.849 and3.476 units of work) was found to be somewhat imbalanced and

the average response time of all the requests (e.g., 47.547 seconds) increased a little

without any load balancing. My load-balancing approaches (moderate and aggressive)

function well in such a moderately imbalanced case. The moderate threshold-based

approach reduces the average response time of all the requests to 38.863 seconds resulting
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in a more balanced load among the fixed units (e.g., 2.584,2.675,3.06 and 3.018 units of

work). The aggressive threshold-based approach rnay still use an inaccurate load index, as

described previously, in such a lightly-imbalanced case and thus under-performs the

generic moderate approach (e.g., the average load on the fixed units was 3.572, 1.982,

3.367 and 3.807 units of work, while the average response time of all the requests was

43.372 seconds).

When several mobile units move to one fixed unit simultaneously but less frequently,

extreme load imbalance can be generated. In my experiments, the average load of the fixed

units (e.g., 0.867 , 10.072,5.151 and 4.651 units of work) was seriously imbalanced and the

average response time of all the requests, 74.745 seconds, increased dramatically without

any load balancing. My load-balancing approaches (moderate and aggressive) produced

great perfonnance benefits in such cases. The moderate threshold-based approach can

balance the load distribution of the fixed units (e.g.,2.488,3.849,2.44 and 4.946 units of

work) dramatically and thus provide good average response time for all the requests (e.g.,

45.847 seconds). Also, the load indices of the fixed units are computed correctly while a

mobile unit is on the move. Load migration will be processed correctly in such cases so the

aggressive threshold-based approach outperforms the moderate one (e.g., the average

response time of all the requests is 44.501 seconds) with a more "balanced" load

distribution (e.9.,2.205,3.410,2.434 and 4.898 units of work).

6.10.2 Experiments of 40 Agents and 400 Random Requests

The second set of experiments was implemented with 40 agents and 400 random requests

on the same group of fixed units. The workload on these fixed units is heavier so the

average response time of all the requests is commonly longer. The migration mechanism

options (no load migration, moderate threshold-based load migration and aggressive

threshold-based load migration), as expected, perform similarly as in experiments of 20
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agents and200 random requests. When mobile units move randomly or move to one fixed

unit frequently, the average load on the fixed units is comparatively even (e.g., 10.157,

7.114,10.663 and 9.078 units of work). Thus, the average response time of all the requests

(e.g., 58.877 and 52.293 seconds) is relatively short without any load balancing. Also, the

results of load-balancing approaches (moderate and aggressive) are close to these due to

such even load distribution among the fixed units. When mobile units move to one fixed

unit simultaneously, but less frequently, a serious global imbalance (e.g.,4.054, 16.578,

9.705 and 7.97 units of work) can be created and therefore the non-load-balancing

approach downgrades dramatically (e.g., the average response time of all the requests is

61.973 seconds). The load-balancing approaches (moderate and aggressive), on the other

hand, function well in such overloaded cases and achieve great performance

improvements (e.g., the average response time of all the requests is reduced to 51.855

seconds and 52.247 seconds, respectively).
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

Mobile computing technologies tl8lt37lt39l[47] use wireless communication to provide

Internet access "from anywhere, at anytime". Ideally, a mobile user can move freely and

continue his/her communication(s) with other mobile or fixed users while on the move.

This new computing paradigm introduces much convenience to users but presents

challenges in ensuring good perfoffnance, security and reliability, etc.

Unlike communications in the wired network, wireless communications are usually

constrained by problematic wireless characteristics such as low bandwidth, poor

reliability and limited local resources of wireless devices, etc. To provide for a useful and

robust system, many efforts have been made in the past few years that involve

improvements to both network protocols and application paradigms. A popular application

paradigm is agent-based approaches where static or mobile agents are deployed at the ends

of the wireless links to optimize the transmissions over the wireless links. For example,

Walkty [48] proposed downloading a mobile agent into the fixed network when a mobile

unit detects an agent system in the fixed network. This agent carries application-specific

optimization routines that are performed on messages as they pass through.

Optimization operations induce comparatively high overhead (i.e., computational, memory,

bandwidth, etc.). As wireless access continues to grow in popularity, there may be many

mobile agents running concurrently wherever a suitable agent execution environment (e.g.,

a f,rxed unit) is provided. The resources (e.g., CPU, memory) of a single fixed unit are

lirnited and thus the resource demands of many agents may exceed a single fixed unit,s

capabilities. In such case, the potential benefits of the optimizations may be lost.

In this thesis, I have addressed this overloading problem by introducing a load-balancing
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mechanism into a group of nearby fixed units. Load data of the fixed units are gathered

periodically and stored in the fixed units. When some fixed units become heavily loaded,

the historical load data is used to select more lightly-loaded nearby fixed units so that one

or several agent(s) can be migrated and the global load distribution can be more "balanced".

The result is a better overall performance of mobile-computing systems and also

potentially, a more scalable, reliable and useful mobile-computing environment. The major

contributions of my research are as follows:

Development of a novel architecture for balancing the workload of fixed units in a

mobile-computing system based on that proposed by Walkty 1481. A load information

gathering system and a load-balancing system are added into the described

mobile-cornputing environment to provide for load-balancing functionalities.

Implementation of a generic threshold-based load-balancing algorithm that

accommodates various usage patterns of mobile users. Often, mobile users' movements

are not predicable and this may cause much different load distribution across the fixed

units at different times. A simple generic threshold-based load-balancing algorithm can

generally yield good performance improvements for most cases.

Simulation-based assessments of the expected effectiveness of the architecture under

varying conditions. Aseries of events (e.g., request arrival, mobile unit movement, load

gathering, agent migration, etc.) were created to simulate the complicated work flow in

the assumed mobile-computing system. These events can happen concurrently and

mimic the mobile-computing actions closely. Also, three major factors: load migration

mechanism, size of load, and movement mode were investigated to assess the

technique. The proposed architecture yielded reasonable effectiveness under various

testing conditions and, despite load-balancing overheads, never performed noticeably

worse than operation without load balancing for any realistic scenarios.
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As described in Section 6.9 and Section 6.10, the load-balancing approaches I tested

(moderate and aggressive) generally result in good performance improvements in most

cases. In the case where the global workload is evenly distributed among the fixed units,

the load-balancing approaches perform only slightly better than non-load-balancing

processing, as expected. It was interesting to discover that a single fluctuation of the fixed

units' current load can lead to an inaccurate load index and therefore trigger an

inappropriate load migration. In the case where the global workload is lightly imbalanced

among the fixed units, my load-balancing approaches (moderate and aggressive) perform

noticeably better than the non-load-balancing processing. The moderate threshold-based

approach outperforms the aggressive threshold-based approach because the aggressive

approach may still use an inaccurate load index in such a lightly imbalanced case. When

the global workload is extremely imbalanced among the fixed units, the

non-load-balancing processing downgrades dramatically and cannot provide efficient

service. On the other hand, the load-balancing approaches (both moderate and aggressive)

function well and achieve significant performance improvements. The aggressive

threshold-based approach can, in this case, employ accurate load index information and

produce better performance results than the moderate approach.

In summary, my simulation results show that for the assumed network and processing

parameters, the generic threshold-based load-balancing mechanism introduced into a

group of nearby fixed units addresses the potential overloading problem of those fixed

units. The overhead of the load-balancing processing is small and will not negatively affect

the overall system performance seriously. This generic load-balancing mechanism

performs well in most cases. In the case when an extreme global imbalance exists among a

group of f,rxed units close by, the threshold-based load-balancing mechanism can achieve

outstanding performance improvements and the mobile users will therefore not suffier

dramatically downgraded service. With this generic load-balancing mechanism, the
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assumed mobile-computing environment can also be more scalable.

Due to time limits, the second approach - employing an agent-proxy scheme for the

execution of optimization code on non-FU hosts in the fixed network, was not simulated

and tested in this research. This could be done as future work. Additionally, some other

short-term future work might include:

It would be desirable to gather results for, and do analysis of, the speed with which load

balance can be restored following a disruption. Being able to adapt fairly quickly to

changes in load distribution will be important to many mobile applications.

The active nodes and active packets were not simulated. Only an estimated, associated

overhead on the fixed unit was introduced. The overhead in the fixed network of active

packet processing could be simulated to determine overhead more accurately.

In rny simulations, mobile units are moved directly from one place to another. The

intermediate steps are not simulated. For short movements, this is reasonable but it

would be possible to add continuous movements to the simulation to determine if this

had any impact on the results.

The delay for optimization routine loading in the fixed network was ignored in my

simulations. This processing could be added to make the simulation more accurate.

Also, three issues need to be considered for longer term future work. In my research, the

three-level threshold-based load-balancing algorithm was based on three pre-configured

fixed thresholds. In cases where the load distribution among the fixed units is extremely

low or high, the load-balancing algorithm cannot adjust accordingly. An adaptive

threshold-based load-balancing algorithm that dynamically changes the thresholds could

potentially handle such cases. Additionally, due to the limitation of the simulation

components provided, an agent in the simulation is restricted to processing one request at a
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time. In the real world, an agent would be able to process multiple requests concurrently. In

cases where an agent is being migrated and there are multiple incoming responses from the

seryer applications (corresponding to multiple outstanding requests), these responses need

to be relayed to the new fixed unit where the agent will reside. An extra protocol needs to

be provided to support this functionality. Finally, it would be useful to convert the load

gathering part of the simulation to use diffusion of load information via the wireless links

instead of using active networks since the use of active networks has not been widely

adopted.
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